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We’ve made a great computer
a lot better.
Varian’s new 620/L has a dra
matic price/performance ratio
that gives more computer in less
space at lower cost. The 620/L
is an advanced design of the
reliable, field-proven (over 1300
installed worldwide), systemsoriented 620/i computer.
Priced at only $6900, the 620/L
has an 8K, 16-bit, high-perform
ance memory that can be
expanded to 32K inexpensively.
Each 4K memory increment is
$2055.
What’s more, if you

don’t need 8K, you’ll find the
basic 4K, 16-bit 620/L very
attractive at $4825.
The 620/L is small, so small that
when fully expanded—a 32,768word system with all main frame
options and up to eight peri
pheral controllers—fits into just
21 inches of rack height.
The 620/L is 100% l/O-and soft
ware-compatible with the 620/i,
and new peripherals and soft
ware have been added. All peri-

pherals, software, and applica
tion packages (developed for
earlier 620 models), as well as
the 620/L itself, are off-the-shelf.
You know us. You know that
when we say we have something
better, we can prove it. Talk to
the big company in small com
puters.

varian
data machines
The Big Company in Small Computers

Sales offices of Varian Pty. Ltd. NEW SOUTH WALES: 38 Oxley St.. Crows Nest. 2065. Phone (02) 43 0673. VICTORIA: 679 Springvale Road. North
Springvale. 3171. Phone (03) 560 7133. QUEENSLAND: 339 Coronation Drive, Toowong. 4066. Phone (072) 71 3277. WESTERN AUSTRALIA- 10 Stirling
Highway. Nedlands. 6009. Phone (092) 86 6930, 86 7493. NEW ZEALAND DISTRIBUTOR: Geo. W. Wilton & Co. Ltd.. 410 Lower Hutt Road. Lower Hutt.
Phone 69 7099. 77 Carlton Gore Road, Newmarket, Auckland. Phone 360 467.
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TABUSTOCK. The name of a new
super-tough labelling material from
Avery. A material developed in con
junction with the world’s leading
computer manufacturer.
Designed specifically for high-speed
computer labelling, TABUSTOCK is
snow-white, self adhesive and tough.
Tough enough to resist the most severe
stresses of high speed printers.
TABULABELS are die-cut from
TABUSTOCK on sprocket punched
backing for precision registration.
Improved smudge-proofing ensures a
high quality of legibility while the
perforations make separation after
printing easy.
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They are available
multiple widths.
If you’re looking for these qualities
m an E.D.P. label look into TABU
STOCK from Avery, the people with
all the sticky answers.
DM

A Division o

W. J. CRYER & CO. LTD.
75 Union Street, Dulwich Hill N.S.W. 2203. Phone; 560-7177
795 Glenferrie Road, Hawthorn Vic. 3122. Phone: 81-8383
207 Logan Road, Buranda Qld. 4102. Phone: 91-6158
55 Jerningham Street, Nth. Adelaide S.A. 5006. Phone: 67-328
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RACAL-MILGO
| B/lC - 70 TIMEPLEXER
WHERE RELIABILITY IS OF
PARAMOUNT IMPORTANCE
Racal-Milgo MC-70 Timeplexer offers significant advantages in a wide range of applications.
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Time Sharing
Banking
Online Ordering
Scheduling and
Despatching
Multi-office Business
Communications
Reservation Systems
(Airlines, Hotel Chains,
etc.)
Inventory Control
Corporate
Communications
Insurance
Hospital Administration
Oil Companies
Retail Organisations, etc.

MC-70 TIMEPLEXER
STANDARD FEATURES ...
MULTIPLEXING CAPABILITY—70 asynchronous lines.
HIGH SPEED INTERMIX—A high speed synchronous data stream can be
mixed with low speed asynchronous channels.

MULTIPLEXING/DEMULTIPLEXING—Possible at computer via software if
desired.

MIXED

DATA SPEED/CODE—Simultaneous handling of mixed
terminal speed/code.
SELF TESTING—Comprehensive self-checking capability.
INPUT SPEEDS—Between 45 bps and 1200 bps asynchronous.
OPERATIONAL MODES—On-line, by-passed or standby.
MULTIPOINT OPERATION—Party-line operation of remote sites.

EBBBB

data

ELECTRONICS PTY. LTD.

47 Talavera Rd., North Ryde, N.S.W. 2113—888-6444 • 45 Wellington St., Windsor, Vic. 3181—51-9994
6 Darke St., Torrens, A.C.T. 2607-86-1267 • Terrace Chambers, P.O. Box 10242, Wellington, N.Z.—41-608
8 Roselia Ave., Glenaita, S.A. 5052-78-5780
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Last year’s ad
offered you the
best time-share
buy on the market.
Here’s
an even better
deal.

Our new HP 2000B System does
an even belter job of holding the
line on rising time-share costs, it
handles 32 users simultaneously.
Twice as many as its “little
brother” (HP 2000A)—for only a
third more cost.
Both systems provide the
advantages of HP BASIC, easiest
programming language around.
And, to make the 2000B even more
useful, some new language
features have been added. Like
chaining (where one program calls
in another automatically).
Common storage for simplified
programming. And doubled data

file capability, for access to 16
files simultaneously.
If you want to start with a
minimum investment, our HP
2000A is still only $94,650 duty
free, with custom software, control
teleprinter and all 32 terminal
interfaces for about a third more.
For details contact your nearest
HP computer specialist or write to
Hewlett-Packard Australia Pty.
Ltd., 22-26 Weir Street, Glen Iris,
3146. Telephone 20 1371.

HEWLETT'SB
® PACKARD
DIGITAL COMPUTERS
20017
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Planning a multi-user
computer system?
Remember RSTS-fl
with BASIC-PLUS...
It makes conventional
BASIC systems
look very
small*

On the hardware side, the PDP-11-based RSTS-11
multiuser system lets any terminal access line printers,
card readers, DECtapes and small or large disk files. It
will take on up to 16 terminals. Each user has a capacity
of up to 16,000 bytes of memory and the ability to open 12
data files at once. And it will take on fixed or removable
disks and industry-compatible magtape any time you're
ready.
Yet with all this power and versatility, RSTS-11 can
be delivered, ready for your choice of interfaces to our
teleprinters, or CRT's, for under $50K.
That's far less than similar HP and Honeywell
systems. '
And only RSTS-11has BASIC-PLUS.
Write for more information. Digital Equipment
Australia Pty Ltd. 75 Alexander Street. Crows Nest 2065.
Telephone 439 2566.

That's the way it looks when you run BASIC-PLUS
on our PDP-11-based RSTS-11 Resource Timesharing
System. BASIC-PLUS gives RSTS-11 enormous.problem
solving ability
.
;
BASIC-PLUS has data processing language fea
tures that increase efficiency for on-line order entry, in
ventory control and payroll applications.
BASIC-PLUS has character string handling func
tions for processing text in Computer-Assisted Instruc
tion as well as automatic letter and document editing.
BASIC-PLUS has extended program statement cod
ing that expresses complex steps concisely, more effi
ciently. Beautiful for computation applications like struc
tural design and simulation.
BASIC-PLUS has operations on matrices, files and
integers. All standard.
And BASIC-PLUS is just the software.
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Siemens GDN4800 is a versatile data transmission □ Data transmission in any code at any
system. Like a modem it converts signals from a
4800 bits/s.
remote data terminal (e.g. teleprinter, visual display n Low interfering noise level,
unit) into a form suitable for transmission via tele- Q H'9h immunity to interference,
phone cable to another data station (e.q. computer). ^ *-ow Sl9nal error rate.

Features:
□ Transmission of data over DC coupled unloaded
lines within city limits.

speed up to

□ Low cost.
□ Compatible with CCITT V24 Interface.
For further information and technical data contact:
Siemens Industries Limited
□ Full duplex operation over 2-wire lines.

COMPUTER
DATA
terminal

No. 1.

data
terminal

GDN4800

No. 2.
GDN 4800 /

GDN48D0

DATA
TERMINAL
No. 3.

DATA
terminal

No. 4
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Never enough copies of
computer print-outto go around?

We can make you crisp, unlimited
copies in an easy-to-handle size.
The new Rank Xerox Computer
Forms Printer copies computer
output at the rate of 40 copies a
minute. Crisp, clean copies no
matter how many you want—onto
ordinary bond paper.
No special inks, chemicals or
papers needed.

It can copy output size for size
(up to 13" wide), or automatically
reduce it to an easy-to-handle,
easy-to-distribute size. It auto
matically collates copies, too, so
there's no more dirty deleaving.
With a Rank Xerox Computer
Forms Printer you eliminate com
puter re-runs, too—and by using
transparent overlays you don’t

need pre-printed stationery.
Cut computer output down to
size, and get all the crisp copies
you need with a Rank Xerox Com
puter Forms Printer.
For more details have your
computer write to our Systems
Products Manager.
What’s ahead in this go-ahead
world? Ask Rank Xerox.

RANK XEROX
RX1089/71
V/
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Introducing the Litton EBS/1241...

This brand-new electronic accounting
computer otters you up to 21/> times the
print-out speed ot comparable visible
record computers!
The Litton EBS/1241 is the most
advanced medium-priced electronic
accounting machine on the market
today. It can give you complete
in-house data processing — with
many of the capabilities formerly
available only on computers costing
much more.

Compare these features:
□ The Litton EBS/1241 can use its
capacity of 2000 totals after all
programming for internal storage of
data such as individual product
information — this permits
automatic completion of invoicing
and updating of inventory.

Auxiliary memory can field modify
the EBS/1241 to more than 50,000
alpha-numeric registers.
□ The Litton EBS/1241 can print at
35 characters/second — the fastest
in its class — for maximum
throughput per dollar.
□ The Litton EBS/1241 has
complete forms handling flexibility
to handle the most complex
accounting functions, efficiently
preparing and processing manage
ment, accounting, stock and sales
information from integrated
program-controlled systems.

BUSINESS EQUIPMENT PTY. LTD.

C0
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Litton Industries

□ The Litton EBS/1200 series also
includes other machines which offer
many more features than
competitive machines, too. In fact,
of the accountants who check into
visible record computers — more
and more buy Litton.
Call your local Business Equipment
office or mail the coupon today.
Offices in all states throughout Australia.

BUSINESS EQUIPMENT PTY. LTD.
Box 2121T, G.P.O., Melbourne, 3001

Pleasa forward further information
on the new Litton EBS/1241.
Name.................................................
Company............................................
Address..............................................
.................................Postcode ......
1VR/8
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THE
IDEAL COMPUTER PROGRAM
EDIT SYSTEM
• Detects input errors
• Produces clear, self explanatory edit messages
• Standardises edit procedures
• Aids in system or programming debugging
• Functions in a minimal core environment

DO YOU
HAVE SUCH A SYSTEM?
WEDOII
And we’ve named it

EPG II

Edit Program Generator for
Business Applications

EPG was developed in the U.S.A. by Computer Sciences Corporation—the world’s
largest independent software company.
EPG II is available in Australia NOW.
And the Cost? Far less than you would invest in developing your own edit system.
Why not let us send you more detailed information about EPG II.

Write or telephone:

Mr. Charles R. Sullivan

Computer Sciences of Australia Pty.Ltd.
460 Pacific Highway, St. Leonards, N.S.W. 2065.
Telephone: 439 0033
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An Introduction to Management
Information Systems
By J. D. Aiken*

This paper sete out points for consideration and general guide lines in the development of the
Management Information System (MIS) Proposal. It does not purport to give a ready made
answer to all the problems involved in MIS but provides a workable framework in which to
design MIS.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 General Problems
One of the marked emphases in both business and
computer development recently has been on Manage
ment Information Systems. Management has become
more involved in this area recently and all indications
are that this increasing demand for better Information
Systems will continue with greater impetus in the
future. Unfortunately many problems surround the
development of MIS.
The purpose of a good Information System is to
measure the performance of an organisation. To do
this a number of problems must be overcome. Some
of these are:—
(i) Businesses exist primarily to make a profit and in
addition to satisfy the ambitions of management
and to fulfil socio-economic purposes. The end
analysis of results of the business are usually in
respect of its profit performance and its standing
in the market-place. In order to measure the per
formance of an organisation its objectives must be
known.
Therefore, to develop a Management Information
System it is necessary to determine these objec
tives. Naturally, once one has discarded profit
making it is not easy to determine exactly what
the objectives are and unless this is done the
Information System will not be 100% effective.
(ii) Another major problem that is encountered in
assessing MIS is that “science knows very little
about its own basic decision-making processes;
how ideas are created, how trends in research effort
are established, how to open a new line of attack
on a problem is agreed, how the resistance set up
to radical ideas is overcome.” Moore, P. G. (1967).
As information systems are constructed to assist
the decision-making process it becomes difficult if
the basic components of the decision-making pro
cess are relatively unknown.
(iii) The third problem which has also been a driving
factor in the need for decision-making systems is
that management finds itself more and more in the
situation where it has to consider many variables
simultaneously.
All these things have led to the development of sub

standard information systems in the initial develop
ments of this field.
1.2 Points to be Considered
In developing an MIS it is essential to—
(i) Establish the objectives.
(ii) Dissect and determine the decision-making pro
cesses involved relating to information outputs.
(iii) Establish the variable information required for
simultaneous consideration in the decision-making
process of each person using the Information
System.
2. HISTORY
Management Information Systems have been in
existence for many decades. Initially they were an out
growth from conventional accounting systems. The
stewardship requirements of accounting, with the sub
sequent flow of reporting to interested parties such as
shareholders, creditors, banks, forced a need to
formalise part of the reporting process.
Cost accounting further developed this area as it
brought in its train comparisons against estimates
which later became generally used in broader account
ing reports.
In recent years because of the rebellion against the
emphasis on accounting figures there has been a
tendency to resist accounting emphases in Manage
ment Information Systems. However, “the accounting
system has usually contributed more to these informa
tion needs than has been realised. It is not possible to
account for funds without having regard for the
resources in which they are invested or the operations
in which they are employed.” Steward, W. J. (1969).
Obviously accounting information was not enough.
There was a need to satisfy the information require
ments of management in other conventional areas such
as marketing, production, personnel, etc.
The next major group of people that made a sig
nificant contribution to the development of MIS were
statisticians and economists. The ability to measure
and quantify statistically so that management could con
dense information and still make precise judgements
was an outflow from statistical developments.
Because statisticians and economists looked across
the broad base of business their reports were not

* P &0 Lines of Australia Pty. Limited, Sydney. Manuscript received February, 1971:
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necessarily value (accounting-oriented) and were quali
tative as well as quantitative; but what they were
attempting to provide was more information about the
resources which caused funds to flow.
The last major contributions to MIS have come from
operations research work which, although it was
existent before the Second World War, became more
precise in its approaches during this period.
Operations research analysts also brought a fresh
attitude to the evaluation of company affairs and tend
to look across all the factors and examine them, rather
than to concentrate on monetary figures.
The acceleration of knowledge as a result of a con
tinual evaluation in accountancy circles; a rapid pro
gress in the sophistication in the use of statistics; and
the broad logical techniques of operations research
have all compounded in the MIS explosion.
These have been allied with recent developments
which stem from all the above-mentioned spheres of—
(i) Better understanding of the processes involved in
decision-making.
(ii) A technological revolution, particularly in opera
tions research and management science techniques.
(iii) The effects of a greater emphasis on research and
development in modern businesses.
(iv) The acknowledged office information explosion.
(v) The advent of computers as a means of handling
large banks of information quickly.
These developments have resulted from a change in
the pattern in the market-place. Market demand in
this day and age tends to shift more dramatically than
it did two decades ago. Products which were not
thought of a year ago are now commonplace, whereas
markets which are five or six years old rapidly fall out
of fashion. It would appear that the surge foward
in the middle of the 20th Century has brought to us a
restless consumer pattern and this has caused sig
nificant shifts in market demand.
Points to Consider
(i) What effect has the information explosion had on
individuals’ requirements for information within a
company?
(ii) What use is being made of new technological
advancements in operations research and manage
ment science to assist managers within a company?
(iii) Can any more dramatic shifts be foreseen in busi
ness management; if so, what provision is needed
for information for decision-making in these
expected new areas?
(iv) What is the real purpose of the MIS?
3. PURPOSE
3.1 Objectives
The objectives of a Management Information System
can be defined as:
(a) Capture
(b) Store
(c) Process and Rearrange
(d) Retrieve
(e) Display.
These objectives are considered in some detail, to
help understand their purpose. Subsequently main
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 3, No. 3, August, 1971

considerations are related to Types of Management
Information Systems.
3.2 Comments
The information required for MIS is drawn from
many different processing activities. Some of these will
be existent at the time of designing an MIS and others
will be developed in conjunction with the progressing
of the Information System.
It must always be borne in mind that the MIS should
cover as many of the operations of the company as are
practicable. Present organisational structures should
be ignored as they tend to prescribe the flow of data.
A more functional look must be taken at the activities
of the business, so that these can be grouped together
in individual sub systems which will eventually feed
the whole (or total) MIS. “The integration of organisa
tion parts through the medium of information cannot
be over-emphasised. The effectiveness of organisation
has been less than optimum because of this failure to
relate the parts of sub systems to each other and the
whole.” Murdick, R. G., and Ross, J. E. (1969).
3.3 Capture of Data
A guiding principle in data capture for the related
computer sub systems is to AVOID DUPLICATION.
Full use must be taken of the computer’s capabilities to
sort and rearrange data and also of its internal speeds
of processing. Therefore systems design must aim at
manual capture of pieces of information in a singular
fashion.
The next decision to be made is what data is to be
captured. There is a variety of information which
may be used eventually in the MIS. The requirements
of the information content of the MIS must therefore
be determined prior to deciding how, when and where
data will be captured.
There are three main types of information which
can be used in a Management Information System.
They are:—
(a) Environmental
Environmental information is information which
relates to the environment in which the company
operates and it may be of a social, political or eco
nomic nature. It is mainly used where it is necessary
to forecast in advance and some weight has to be
attributed to future results as they might be affected by
the country’s current and future political, social and
economic climates.
(b) Competitive
This applies to data about competitors in the
industry. Some of the management reports may well
contain comparisons with other firms operating in the
same industry.
(c) Internal
Internal information is that which flows from the
existing reporting systems (whether they be manual or
automated). It falls into six main categories:
(i) FEEDBACK INFORMATION

This is usually the result of computer output being
examined and resulting in the re-entry into the system
of further information.
99
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(ii) PLANNING INFORMATION

This relates to future plans and where comparisons
are made against these plans (they could be budgets,
for example) it is necessary to place the planning
information into the relevant computer systems and
files. It is not responsive information but is included
for use in later processing operations.
(iii) CONTROL INFORMATION

Control Information relates to comparisons of actual
information against planning information.
It may be detailed or more likely summarised and
is used by managers in controlling their particular
operation.
(iv) CO-ORDINATING INFORMATION

Where a number of organisational activities report
to a single person, it will often be necessary to co
ordinate reports about their activities and cross-relate
them wherever possible.
(v) OPERATING INFORMATION

This is the day-to-day data required in the general
running of the business to facilitate its normal opera
tions.
(vi) DECISION-MAKING INFORMATION

This is information required at the top structures of
management for decision-making and is a mix at the
relevant level of the previous five types of information.
Losty, P. A. (1969).
3.4 Storing Information
All information which has been captured and is to
be subsequently used has to be stored. Initially this
storage will occur within the individual computer sub
systems through which the data flows. These can be
regarded in the nature of a “stew pot”. Floating within
the brew are many little unrelated pieces of informa
tion. They may be similar in nature to each other
but, like the vegetables floating in the stew pot, there
are many different types of similarity. Once data has
been stored, it must then be moved on into files
structured within the sub systems or secondary-level
files where it is further categorised.
Where the information remains in the sub system
the files should be designed in such a way to facilitate
reference to it or retrieval of it.
3.5 Processing and Rearranging
This is the secondary level of handling Management
Information. It is here the information finally lodges
for subsequent reference. “Several objectives must be
met in designing the file structure for information
retrieval. The most significant are:—
(i) Ease of accessing data
(ii) Minimisation of response time
(iii) Minimisation of redundancy
(iv) Flexibility of accessing and moving files
(v) File security.”
Trimble, G. R. (1968).
It must be borne in mind that file organisation is
not the acme of MIS design. It is dependent upon
data capturing and output requirements. Nevertheless
unless the file structures are properly constructed the
MIS will not be optimised nor meet the prime objec
tive of quick response. Because of developments in
100

modern data processing a number of varied approaches
to file structuring are available. These are:—
(a) Sequential
(b) General
(c) Indexed
(d) Random access.
The analyst must determine for each file which of
these is the best approach. Having done this, the
individual file structures must be then considered in
relationship to one another in order to see that they
form a workable whole.
Another important consideration is flexibility of
files. The files must be organised so they are flexible,
i.e. new information can be easily inserted within
them; out-of-date information can be removed; files
can be combined.
Apart from file modification and maintenance, the
principles of which are generally known, a most
important approach is the ability to restructure files.
Restructuring the Files
“As a data processing application evolves, changes
are made to the use and organisation of the files, to
make the system perform its functions more effectively.
There are several ways in which these changes can
come about; some relate to the three levels of file
characteristics which have been described. On the file
location level, it may be determined that a file which
previously was frequently referenced no longer needs
to be, and should not be maintained on a high-speed
storage device. Thus, the users of the system may
desire that the file be moved to another lower speed
and less costly storage medium.
“The use of the directory is very convenient to per
form this level of file modification. The file can be
removed from one storage medium and be placed on
another storage medium, and the only modifications
necessary are to indicate in the directory the new loca
tion of the file. The processing programs do not know
where the file is nor do they depend upon the particu
lar characteristics of the storage medium on which the
file is kept. Thus, the files can be moved from one
location to another without affecting the programs
which process the files.
“The second level of file structure of significance is
the organisation of the file. Again, as the system
evolves and it is determined that a different organisa
tion would be more effective for processing a file, the
user can re-organise his file and use a different access
method to retrieve records within the re-organised file.
For example, a file may be changed from an indexed
organisation to a random organisation without requir
ing any modifications in the programs retrieving the
records in the file.
“The third level at which a file can be modified is
the file description or dictionary level. The user may
wish to add fields to a record, delete fields, or change
the characteristics of a field in terms of its size or con
tents without modifying the programs which process
those particular fields. By modifying the file descrip
tion, the system can generate a new file based on the
old file description and the new file description, taking
into account the desired changes. Here again, the user
programs have a minimum of knowledge of the strucThe Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 3, No. 3, August, 1971
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ture of the records within a file and simply access the
particular fields necessary for the processing to be
done.” Trimble, G. R. (1968).
3.6 Information Retrieval
The files involved in the storage of information
should have been designed in such a way as to facili
tate the retrieval of their contents. The raison d’etre of
a Management Information System is to provide
information, not to hold it.
In considering retrieval of information, a number of
points must be borne in mind. These are—
(a) The reporting cycle.
(b) Minimum response times.
(c) At higher levels of management the need to pro
vide for an inter-active system (on-Line).
(d) Placing the ability to demand information in the
user’s hands rather than the Computer Operations
Centre. This can be achieved by making available
a report program generator type request form using
macro field descriptions.
While considering retrieval the capabilities of speedy
random access, manipulation of arrays and key re
sequencing of data must all be taken into account.
3.7 Display
Information can be displayed in a number of ways.
The method which suits the particular circumstances
best should be chosen. Some alternatives are—
(a) Summary reports
(b) Exception reports
(c) Graphs
(d) Frequency tables
(e) On-Line displays via a CRT or Terminal.
In evaluating which method of display is the most
pertinent, regard must be taken of the individual
managers’ preferences. The analyst should now allow
his own desires to over-ride what the manager con
siders is the best way he would like information
presented to him.
3.8 Points to Consider
(i) Examine inter-locking information requirements
for all areas with MIS services.
(ii) Avoid duplication in data capture.
(iii) Determine the need for environmental, competi
tive and internal information.
(iv) Consider the content of the six (feed back, plan
ning, control, co-ordinating, operating, decision
making) major internal information requirements.
(v) Design the method of initial storage within sub
systems to facilitate subsequent reference,
retrieval or processing.
(vi) Evaluate different approaches to file structures in
order to determine the best one for each
individual file (sequential, chained, index, random
access).
(vii) Jlemember that flexibility of files is paramount.
This is a criterion of design which must not be
overlooked.
(viii) Provide for the cyclical requirements of data
retrieval, minimum response time and flexibility
of demand for ad hoc reports by users.
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(ix) Delineate methods of display—summary or
exception reports, graphs, visual displays.
(x) Consider the best type of MIS to suit the com
pany’s needs.
4. TYPES OF MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
4.1 General
Management Information Systems are difficult to
categorise. Initially they developed to meet the con
cepts of strategy applied in business situations. They
provide a base for decision-making in a competitive
environment.
Firstly, there were compartmentalised information
systems, each relating to different facets of the
organisation. Within these individual systems gradually
developed the incorporation of an information feed
back system. Unfortunately they followed the organisa
tion structure generally and it is only in recent years
that the idea of total information systems has been
promoted.
Many failures of information systems have been
caused because of the relation of the component parts
to organisation structures. “Other causes . . . are
improper organisation, poor planning or failure to
integrate the organisational components through the
systems approach.” Murdick, R. G., and Ross, J. E.
(1969).
At first glance MIS is made up of a moving mass of
information, out of which the requested parts have to
be plucked and arranged to produce a given report.
Because they are comprised of a moving mass of
information, MIS becomes automatic in nature. The
information content changes from time to time and
what was once regarded as important loses its impact
as approaches and decision-making bases change.
It is therefore necessary to try to find something
concrete to build the system around.
The two main items which have established them
selves in modem business management are planning
and control. “The key to the development of an auto
matic and useable system of Management Information
is to . . . save all information as it relates to two vital
elements of the management process . . . planning and
control.
“Planning . . . means: setting objectives, formulating
strategy, deciding among alternative investments or
courses of action.” Daniel, D. R. (1961).
Today’s MIS can be categorised into three main
types. These are:—
(a) static
(b) responsive
(c) interactive.
4.2 Static
Static systems are those which result either from a
sub system development or a total systems develop
ment.
The information-gathering base and output are all
designed as integral to the system. Outputs have been
planned and delineated in the design and fall into two
types.
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(i) Active
Here information is emitted from the system as a
result of routine data processing.
Weekly and monthly reports for budgetary pur
poses, planning, etc., are examples of active informa
tion, the production of the report being part of the
run planning, on a definite scheduled basis.
(ii) Passive
Passive systems are ones which wait to be interro
gated. The ability to produce a particular manage
ment report required has been built into the system but
is only produced when “requested”.
This request triggers a series of computer runs which
produce the required output.
4.3 Responsive
Responsive information systems are ones which
allow the user to go directly to the information base
and request the relevant information he requires. They
are an extension of static systems. What has been built
into them is, the ability for the information system to
react to a request from the user which contains
DESCRIPTIONS of the information content of his
report, together with an indication of any sub total
levels needed.
Through a general macro program (or report pro
gram generator) the user request is translated into a
series of computer programs which interrogate the
information base and produce the desired report.
The responsive MIS requires similar concepts in
design of information capture and base as the static
MIS but does provide a more direct relationship with
the user. These responsive MIS’s have been further
sub-divided into two categories—formal and informal.
The informal category of a responsive MIS is more
allied, however, to an inter-active MIS.
4.4 Inter Active
These MIS’s provide management with the
capability of entering their own data and the system
reacting to it and either holding that information until
required or responding to the user. At the present
time the development of inter-active systems has been
somewhat restricted but good examples are seen in the
use of display terminals in association with a timeshared computer. IBM, GE and others have developed
and marketed this approach quite successfully in the
last year or two in Australia. The same philosophies
apply to the inter-active information system within an
organisation. What is given to the user is availability
of a series of general programs which he can use from
a display unit at his own desk in a time-sharing
environment. Naturally he would be provided with the
ability to access other company information which he
required in the data base. This approach represents
the most sophisticated level at which one could aim in
a Management Information System within an individual
company.
4.5 Summary
Information systems are not easy to design and it
is suggested that one would not attempt to design and
implement an inter-active system first.
The best
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approach would be to design and implement a static
system, build into this responsive facilities and then if
the necessity was definitely established to move in to
inter-active MIS’s.
4.6 Points to Consider
(i) The type(s) of MIS best suited to the company’s
needs.
(ii) If this is a higher level MIS than Static, the method
of development through to the desired level must
be decided.
(iii) The MIS philosophy which is best oriented to the
company’s operation.
5. DATA BASE PHILOSOPHIES
5.1 “Total” Systems
Data Base Philosophies, although applicable to sub
systems, tend to be more related to “total” systems.
The development of total systems has resulted from a
need to consider all the information requirements of
the company rather than fragment these, and emphasis
has been laid on the need to adopt the total system
approach in analysis even though the end result might
not rise to this level.
“The systems analyst, therefore, endeavours to
determine how the component parts of a business relate
to one another and how they fit together to form a
total entity. The inter-locking parts he deals with are
the various corporate functions. They include research,
engineering, sales production, finance and account
ing and the many subfunctions within each of these;
and just as colour flows link the puzzle pieces,
information flows link the corporate functions. The
analyst knows that the information needed for one
purpose is often needed for several other purposes.
His initial objective is to spot the common information
and determine who uses it, when it is needed and why
it is needed.” Management Services Handbook (1964).
5.2 “Total” System — Advantages and Disadvantages
The advantages of a total system or “semi-total”
system are:—
(i) All the relevant information is grouped in
analogous files.
(ii) There is an elimination of multiple files and
manual effort in referencing these files.
(iii) The enquiry and extraction potential is consider
able.
Ability to manipulate information in this group of
analogous files and to place together specific pieces of
it provides a dramatic management information tool.
Disadvantages of the total systems approach are:—
(i) The need for rigid input disciplines—although this
appears a disadvantage, it can well be an advan
tage, depending on one’s point of view.
(ii) Installation timing—the problems of meeting
requests for demand reports in a minimum accept
able time.
(iii) Hardware and software considerations — total
systems demand considerable hardware and these
may be beyond the economic range of the com
pany involved.
Similarly many of the fancy
approaches such as are involved in an inter-active
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system might not be software supported and
development will fall upon the company involved.
5.3 Flexibility
Throughout this paper the need for flexible files has
been emphasised.
Little more can be said than
flexibility must be considered in the development of
the data base.
Generalised input/output routines
should be examined, file structures should be oriented
in such a way that additional information can readily
be incorporated in them and now redundant informa
tion eliminated from them.
The development of random access methods in con
junction with fixed format multiple analogous files
enables the analyst to design an extremely flexible
system.
5.4 Hierarchal Structure
Reporting upward is a basic principle of a good
MIS. Information is summarised and condensed on
each level of management, so that only the minimum
requirement for the optimum results is given to any
level of management. This is shown in the following
diagram.
Support for
/Policy V”

Managements
(Planning)

tttttf
Requests

Operating
Management Information
(Control)

Transactions
Reports

Pieces

In the establishment of a hierarchy for reporting an
enquiry, the detail of information becomes greater as
the level of response decreases. Initial reports gleaned
from the bottom of the data base contain much detail.
Reports at the operating level contain summary
information.
Reports at the policy management
level contain condensed summaries and are usually
supplemented by exception reports to draw attention
to danger areas.
The pyramid structure should also take account of
information flow through the individual levels of
management as shown in the diagram (top of next
column).
5.5 Management Information Slugs
The composition of the Management Information
System can be viewed as a series of slugs of informa
tion. These slugs can be grouped and each group has
possibly relationships with other groups.
To prepare the various management reports
required it is necessary to select from the data base
the necessary slugs which go to make up the particuTlie Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 3, No. 3, August, 1971

Pieces
(1969)

lar report, shuffle them into a prescribed order and
then use them in output production.
5.6 Management of Data Base Information
The data base information is the crux of an MIS.
The individual slugs which make it up have subse
quently to be manipulated to provide the necessary
reports. So, the application programs which are used
should be as independent as possible of influences of
the data base composition.
The use of generalised programs with nominated
parameters would appear to be one of the best
methods of preparing reports from the data base. It is
possible, using this approach, to place in the hands of
the user the facility to nominate the report and its lay
out suitable for his requirements. As long as he under
stands the information content and is given a form on
which he can clearly designate his parameters, the pro
duction of reports through the use of this “report pro
gram generator” becomes very simple and gives great
flexibility.
Application packages are in effect being provided
for the user so that he can obtain the pertinent
information which suits his decision-making require
ments. While on this subject it is worth while men
tioning that application packages can fulfil two major
requirements in processing and be constructed in a
variety of ways.
The two main ways in which application packages
can be used for an MIS are—
(a) To edit, update and maintain the information files
required.
(b) To produce the requisite reports.
The application packages can be a combination of
the following:—
(i) In-company programs.
Iii) Software packages.
(iii) Application packages prepared—
(a) Either in-company, or
(b) Purchased from a supplier.
In many instances, the final solution to the problem
will not be any one of the above but a combination
which will give the best approach.
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The recent success of applications packages has
caused a new function to become apparent in Data
Processing. Personnel with special skills are required
to evaluate these packages and within many D.P.
organisations a separate unit has been established for
the evaluation and implementation of application
packages.
5.7 Points to Consider
(a) Data bases should be constructed on an informa
tional rather than a functional organisation basis.
(b) A single record or Management Information slug
should form the source of information.
(c) Information should be stored relative to output,
i.e. as an individual transaction or a summary of a
number of transactions which are homogeneous.
(d) Transactions are the key to input in the data base
and each individual transaction should be used to
update one or more areas, rather than have a
duplication of the same transaction information to
update all permanent areas.
(e) Extraction is the key to output. Here the format

and sequence of files must be considered and the
use of report generators determined.
6. GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR
CONSIDERATION
6.1 Resume
Throughout this paper points for consideration have
been set out. These points have been set out in the
knowledge that the consideration of them would be
made by a competent systems analyst.
The .purpose of these points is to guide the analyst
in his determination of the requirements, file struc
tures and design approaches that may be used in
developing the MIS Proposal. Each item must be con
sidered as it applies to the company’s environment.
None should be dismissed lightly and every effort
should be made to draw conclusions from them.
The list is neither comprehensive nor exhaustive
and any additional items which the analyst considers
require exploration should be included.
It must be remembered that these points are ones
which the author places emphasis upon and therefore
are not necessarily omnipotent.

SUMMARY TABLE OF GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR CONSIDERATION IN DEVELOPING A MIS

System Development
Stages

1 Initial Survey

Static System

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

(a) Summary Reports

Files

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(a)

(c)

General

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)
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Interactive System

Establish objectives and goals for company operations.
Determine the effect of the information explosion on individual’s requirements.
Assess possible industry shifts in marketing and the effect this has on decision making.
Find out what use is being made of advancements in Operations Research and Management
Science
Dissect individuals decision making processes related to information used.
Establish information required for simultaneous consideration.
Relate interlocking information requirements for all areas.
Decide the type(s) of MIS required and method of development.

Result Presentation

(b)

Responsive System

(a) Summary & Exception Reports
Graphs
(b) Response Time
Response Time
(c) Relevancy
Relevancy
Data Capture Requirements (d) Data Capture Requirements
(e) On Demand Parameters
Report Co-ordination.
(a) Format & Sequence
Format & Sequence
Indexed
Sequential
Chained
Indexed
Random Access
(b) Information Content
Information Content
Internal Data
Internal Data
Competitive Data
(c) File Content
File Content
Size
Size
Activity
Activity
Alpha Numeric
Alpha Numeric composition
Composition
Flexibility
Flexibility
(a) Use of Management
Sub System Design
Information Slugs
(b) Information Requirements
Information Requirements
Control
Operating
Decision Making
Feed Back
Planning
Data—Acquisition — Avoid
Duplication in Data Capture
Capacity and Ability to
Expand to Meet Future Needs
Range of Problems to be
Handled by the MIS

(a) Summary & Exception
Reports—Visual Display
(b) Nature of Interrogation
(c) Relevancy
(a) Format & Sequence
Random Access
(b) Information Content
Internal Data
Competitive Data
Environmental
(c) File Content
Pertinent Data
Flexibility
(a) Use of Management
Information Slugs
(b) Information Requirements
Co-ordinating
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7. SUMMARY
The road to a successful Management Information
System is a difficult one, as is evidenced by the number
of MIS failures which have occurred in the past.
Unfortunately there is no philosopher’s stone which
will put the end answer in the analyst’s hands for any
given situation. This paper has set out the guidelines
but the individual analyst must apply these in a given
situation to obtain the best results.
An objective approach must always be maintained,
as MIS is objective rather than subjective. The analyst
must work as a catalyst with the managers concerned
to determine the building blocks required to piece the
whole of the information system together.
Every individual emphasises different guidelines in
designing Management Information Systems, and the
author is no different than others.
Examples of where emphases have been placed by
others are:—
(a) “Design of an MIS may be considered as three
separate tasks. Although the procedure is iterative,
it is easier to explain them as following a definite
chronological sequence.
The information requirements of management. The
system must be specified in terms of the outputs
required, time constraints, accuracy and similar
characteristics. Usually the most difficult task, it
occupies the bulk of this paper.
Methodology for conversion to computer specifica
tion. The steps for converting a general systems
specification to a file processing specification, or
programming specification, are well established but
some differences become apparent when an MIS
is involved rather than a routine application. In
particular, problems of synthesis will be discussed.
File processing. Advances in such techniques have
made it possible to talk meaningfully about MIS.
Ever larger and cheaper direct access devices are
becoming available, even if the software to use
them does not advance at an equal pace.” Losty,
P. A. (1969).
(b) Major factors which must be considered in design
ing a Management Information System are:—
(i) Decision to decentralise versus centralise the
data processing function and its effect on prob
lems of data acquisition, data conversion, data
accumulation and rearrangement.

(ii) The system’s capability to handle data acquisi
tion, data transmission, data conversion and
specified outputs.
(iii) The nature of interrogations and requests for
information requiring rapid feedback to point
of use.
(iv) Basic characteristics of master file records
and transaction files such as: (a) relationships
between the size and activity rates; (b)
organisation of files and frequency and nature
of updating; and (c) alpha-numeric composi
tion of files and their basic numbering schemes.
(v) The range of problems to be handled by the
systems with the need for flexibility of
processing.
(vi) Initial capacity and ability to expand to meet
future needs.
(Management Information
Systems and The Computer, Report No. 51.)
(c) Application Packages. The early history of applica
tion packages was not a successful one as, although
many had been written, very few were fully sup
ported. This attitude has changed in the last 12
months and now in the market-place there is a large
variety of application packages which are fully
supported by the supplier.
A number of these are tailored to supporting MIS.
Although they may not provide many of the frills that
a companv would like in its MIS, they do set a useful
base for the easy development of the initial Manage
ment Information Systems of a business.
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Book Review
T. T. Furman (Editor), The Use of Computers in Engineering
Design• The English Universities Press Ltd., London, 1970,
pp. 285. $10.40.
Presented in this book are the seventeen papers comprising
the proceedings of a seminar held at the University of Salford
in April 1968. The majority of authors are working in
British industry, and can claim extensive experience in their
respective fields which cover a broad spectrum in the range
of computer applications to the design process.
The very breadth of most of the subject matter contained
should attract significant interest, albeit interest of a general
nature. However, some of the examples chosen for illustra
tion from the sphere of mechanical engineering (where the
majority of development in Computer Aided Design has been
made) might be more appropriate in the journals relating to
their particular technical discipline.
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The major topics covered are the design process, analytical
aids, draughting aids and numerical control, conceptual aids,
systematic approach and optimisation, and information re
trieval. Of special interest are papers comparing the merits
of various ‘mini’ computers in the design office and describing
computerised drawing and graphic display (with their econo
mics and relation to numerical control). Also of interest is
a paper describing a sophisticated optimisation procedure and
a highly effective computer-assisted information retrieval
system.
There are numerous figures and illustrations and the dis
cussions on the papers are included. Inevitably, after two
years, some of the material presented will be out-of-date.
However, this does not detract in anyway from the value of
this book to the newcomer or interested observer.
N. SNEATH.
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LINKNET — A Structure for Computer
Representation and Solution of Network Problems
By P. M. Cashin, M. R. Mayson, R. Podmore

LINKNET is an information structure for representing any network of nodes and inter
connecting arcs. The structure applies linked lists and enables list-processing techniques for
problem solving with networks. The LINKNET structure has provided a concise implemen
tation of algorithms arising in a wide variety of network problem solving, such as power
system analysis, game playing programs, minimum cost path finding and the determination of
certain trees and meshes in a network.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
The concept of linked-lists for the storage and
manipulation of data and data structures as used in
this papei;, is well known to computer scientists; un
fortunately the use of linked-list techniques in the
general run of application programs and with high-level
languages such as FORTRAN and ALGOL is not
so common.
This may be due, as Knuth (1968) suggests, to the
fact “that many people still feel that List-processing
techniques are quite complicated (so that it is necessary
to use someone else’s carefully written interpretive
system or set of subroutines) and that List-processing
must be done only in a certain fixed way”. It would
then seem necessary to distinguish between (a) the use
of linked-lists as a means for storing and relating data
in a computer memory (the subject of this paper) and
(b) the use of high-level List-processing systems such
as IPL-V, LISP and SLIP.
Such high-level List-processors have been designed
to allow the construction and analysis of tree and
list-structures in such fields as algebraic formula
manipulation and computational linguistics. The
symbolic structure definition and manipulation for
which such systems are intended is greatly facilitated by
the use of particular forms of linked-lists (e.g. binary
trees, strings, rings, etc.) for the internal storage of
programs and data. However, this internal storage
organization is not (in general) directly available to
the user and the systems are suited only to those
problems whose data can conveniently be encoded into
the particular forms. In addition, the arithmetic and
numerical analysis capability of these systems is often
limited and inefficient which further restricts their
general application.
In contrast to symbolic structure manipulation prob
lems are those where it is desired to perform numerical
data analysis within a complex but relatively static
structure. Many network analysis problems (e.g. path
finding, electric power system analysis, network flow
problems) fall into this area where a fixed network
structure is used to relate network data and to guide
analysis procedures. The interest lies not in a means for*

efficient structure manipulation but rather in a means
for representing network structure to allow efficient
storage and analysis of network data.
As Knuth (1968) has noted: Although List-process
ing systems such as IPL-V, LISP, and SLIP are useful
in a large number of situations, they impose con
straints on the programmer that are often unnecessary;
it is usually better to use the methods of List-processing
(as described by Knuth (1968)) in one’s own programs,
tailoring the data formats and processing algorithms to
the particular application. LINKNET follows this
philosophy but has application to a whole class of
problems—those involving problem solving with net
works. The LINKNET scheme is not being described as
a rigid protocol for network problems, but rather it is
described to direct attention to the applications of
List-processing to network problems by showing a
framework that has proved itself very effective.
The LINKNET structure was developed and success
fully applied to two problems, one of power system
analysis and the other a game playing program. The
common element between these two problems is that
they have both to deal with networks, one in the form
of bus bars and power lines, the other in the form of
positions and legal moves. It quickly became apparent
that the LINKNET structure was useful not only
because it gave a way to represent and manipulate
the networks, but also it facilitated the computational
procedures used. Further applications confirmed that
the LINKNET structure is well suited to a general class
of problems involving such operations as searching,
iterative scanning, modification and organization of any
network and its attributes.
2.0 THE BASIC STRUCTURE
2.1 Graphs
A network, or graph, consists of ‘nodes’ which are
the junction points for the ‘arcs’ or interconnecting
lines. An example network with 4 nodes and 8 arcs
is shown in figure 1. Notice that, except as may be
dictated by particular applications, there are no
restrictions on loops cross overs or parallel arcs, and
that a “tree” with no loops is also a valid network.

*The authors carried out this work in the Electrical Engineering Department, University of Canterbury, New Zealand.
Cashin is currently with C.S.I.R.O. Division of Chemical Engineering, Melbourne. Manuscript received October, 1970.
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LINKNET
Node-element:

NODE

NUMBER
4 NODE
8 ARC
NETWORK

ARC

LIST
NODE-DATA

Arc-element:

NAME
ARC-DATA
Figure 1

The nodes and arcs may each have a set of attributes;
for example the arcs may have associated flow rates as
in the case of a network of water pipes, or they may
have directions as in the cases of a directed graph with
arrows on the arcs.

Bead-element:

NEXT
ARC

2.2 LINKNET Elements
The network is represented in the computer by the
LINKNET structure and although this can be imple
mented in machine language or in a high level language
such as FORTRAN or ALGOL it is easier to develop
the ideas and notation at the machine language level.
Thus it will be assumed that groups of words can be
assigned as contiguous blocks or ‘elements’, and that
the addresses of these words are available to enable any
of them to be accessed.
Each node of the network is represented in the
LINKNET structure by a ‘node-element’ which holds
the identity of the node and all its attributes, and in a
similar manner each arc is assigned an ‘arc-element’. In
addition the structure has ‘bead-elements’ that are used
to give the topology of the network by connecting the
node-elements to appropriate arc-elements in a manner
to be described shortly.
The elements (node-, arc- or bead-elements) can be
thought of as one or more consecutive words of
computer memory, with subdivision into fields, each
field holding one or more attributes of the entity (node
or arc) being represented. Some of the fields contain
addresses rather than attributes. The address of an
element, also called a link pointer, or reference to that
element, is the memory location of its first word. Figure
2 shows a node-element, an arc-element and a beadelement with their fields and the names given to the
fields; all the fields shown are basic to the LINKNET
structure and additional fields may be specified for the
purposes of particular problems.
2.3 Lists
As specified in figure 2 the LIST field of a node
element is a link to a list of bead-elements; the NEXT
field of the bead-element gives a link to the next beadelement on this list, or is ‘null’ if there are no more
bead-elements on the list. To display a list of beadelements a diagram like that in figure 3 is used. Figure
3 also introduces a link-variable whose value is a link,
in this case pointing to node 1.
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END

Field Descriptions:

NUMBER—this field holds a number
(or characters) to identify the node.
LIST—This field holds a link to a beadelement at the top of a list of beads
specifying the arcs connected to this
node.
NODE-DATA—This field is a com
posite of one or more fields holding the
attributes of the node.
NAME—This field holds a number (or
characters) to identify the arc.
ARC-DATA—This field is a composite
of one or more fields holding the attri
butes of the arc.
NEXT—This field holds a link to the
next bead in a list of bead elements.
ARC—This field holds a link to an
arc-element.
END—This field holds a link to the
node-element of the node at the other
end of the arc specified by the ARC
field.
Figure 2

To refer to a field within an element the name of the
field is given, followed by a link to the desired element
in parentheses; for example in figure 3:
LIST(NODE)=The address of bead 1, and
NEXT (LIST(NODE))=The address of bead 2.
Notice that the fields LIST, NEXT, END, NODE
DATA and so on only have values when qualified by
a link-variable (or a link-constant), they are not them
selves variables.
We are now in a position to consider the LINKNET
representation of a simple network, as illustrated in
figure 4.
Figure 5 uses the same simple network used in
figure 4 but shows the pointers (with less detail) in
separate diagrams in order to bring out the way
LINKNET gives a ‘direct’ representation of the net
work.
The emphasis in the construction of LINKNET is
first of all on attempting to model the actual network
structure and then secondly on overlaying this struc
ture with the required network data. This ‘direct’
network representation enables a close correspondence
between the paths taken by search and scan type
algorithms within LINKNET and the graphical repre
sentation of these paths on a network diagram. This
feature has proved to be a useful programming aid.

NODE

Node 1

Bead 1

Bead 2

NUMBER

NEXT

NEXT

NODE DATA
Figure 3
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2.5 Access to Node Attributes
The attributes of all the immediate neighbours to
any chosen node can be accessed in a similar manner:
Example—Find the largest value of a node attribute
WEIGHT for all nodes adjacent (neighbours) to a
given node N.
BEADd-LIST (N)
VALUED
START: IF WEIGHT(END(BEAD))> VALUE
THEN VALUED-WEIGHT (END(BEAD))
else continue
BEADd-NEXT(BEAD)
if BEAD=null, then exit
else go to START

Node 1
ARC 1
Node 2
'ARC 2
Node 3

LINKNET Representation
Node-element
for Nodo 1
NUMBER
NODE-DATA

Bead-element
NEXT
Arc-element
■for Arc 1.
NAME
ARC-DATA
Bead-element

Node-element
for Node 2
NUMBER

Bead-element

NODE-DATA

NEXT
Arc -element
for Arc 2.
NAME
ARC-DATA
Bead-element
NEXT
Node-element
for Node 3.
NUMBER
NODE-DATA

Figure 4

Two simple data access operations will now be used
to illustrate the notation and show how the LINKNET
structure facilitates certain procedures.
2.4 Access to Arc Attributes
The attributes of all arcs connected to any chosen
node of the network can be accessed in turn by ‘scan
ning’ the list of bead-elements attached to the chosen
node-element and using the link in the bead-element’s
ARC field. Suppose it is wished to sum the values of
an attribute FLOW for each of these arcs. A pointer
NODE points to (contains the address of) the chosen
node-element. A temporary variable BEAD is set
initially to LIST(NODE) and thus points to the first
bead in the list of bead-elements connected to the node
element. ARC(BEAD) then points to the arc-element
associated with the current BEAD, and
FLOW(ARC(BEAD)) points to the value of FLOW for
this arc-element, thus:
BEAD d-LIST(NODE)
(A<—B indicates that the variable A takes on the value
of variable B)
SUM <-Zero (the value of zero is 0)
START: SUM <-SUM-f-FLOW(ARC(BEAD))
BEAD d-NEXT(BEAD)
if BEAD—null
then exit
else go to START
On exit the variable SUM contains the required
quantity.
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3.0 CREATION OF LINKNET
3.1 Construction of a LINKNET Structure
A simple LINKNET construction algorithm will be
given in FORTRAN. The basic difference from the
machine language implementation considered up to now
is that the fields of each element are assigned as
separate arrays or vectors, thus the fields of each
element are not consecutive memory storage locations
(although it may still be easier to think of them as
consecutive). Also since storage for the elements is
assigned as a set of arrays, identification of a node
or arc can be made by specification of an index value,
index i being a link or pointer to the ith node or arc
element.
Let us assume that the input data that describes
the network is arranged in two parts; the first giving a
description of the nodes of the networks, and the second
giving a description of the arcs of the network, and
which nodes they connect..

NETWORK:
Node 1

Arc 2
Node 3
ELEMENTS

OF LINKNET:

LIST (NODE)
NEXT (BEAD)

ARC (BEAD)

END (BEAD)

Figure 5
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C . . . SIMPLE LINKNET CONSTRUCTION EX
AMPLE.
C . . . ALLOW UP TO 100 NODES AND 300 ARCS,
REAL NDATA (100), ADATA (300)
INTEGER LIST (100), ARC (600), NEXT
(600), END (600)
C . . . READ MAXIMUM NUMBER OF NODES
AND ARCS.
READ (X, 100) NMAX, MMAX
C . . . READ NODE DATA.
DO 1 1=1, NMAX
READ (X, 101) N, NDATA (N)
1 LIST (N)=0
C . . . READ ARC DATA AND NODES CON
NECTED.
IBEAD=1
JBEAD=IBEAD+1
DO 2 1=1, MMAX
READ (X, 102) M, ADATA (M), Nl, N2
C . . PUT NEW BEADS ON NODE LISTS.
NEXT (IBEAD)=LIST (Nl)
LIST (N1)=IBEAD
NEXT (JBEAD)=LIST (N2)
LIST (N2)=JBEAD
C . . . SET BEAD POINTERS UP.
ARC (IBEAD)=M
ARC (JBEAD)=M
END (IBEAD)=N2
END (JBEAD)=N1
C . . . NEXT FREE BEADS.
IBEAD=IBEAD+2
2 JBEAD=IBEAD+1
C . . . LINKNET CONSTRUCTION COMPLETE
4.0 APPLICATIONS OF LINKNET
4.1 Path Finding
There are quite a number of problems that can be
framed in terms of the general problem of finding a
minimum cost path through a network. The arcs have
associated costs and a given pair of nodes are given as
start and goal (finish) for the path. Rather than con
sidering the cost of an arc we may consider its length,
the object is then to find a minimum length path from
the start node to the goal node.
Particular examples of this general problem are
transport routing problems, network flow problems
(Berge (1962)) and control system problems (Kaufmann (1967)). An area of interest to the authors has
been artificial intelligence work where network nodes
may be problem states and the arcs may represent
steps in a problem solution (or proof) (Pohl (1969)).
There are many algorithms that can be used to
tackle the general minimum length path finding prob
lem. One of the best known is Dynamic programming
(Kaufmann (1967)) and in artificial intelligence work
there is the Graph Traverser (Doran and Michie
(1966)), the A* algorithm (Hart Nilsson and Raphael
(1968)) and the Heuristic Path Algorithm (HPA)
(Pohl (1969)). These last three are very closely related.
The A* algorithm is particularly significant in that it
can be shown (Hart et al. (19*68)) that it does the
minimum possible searching of the network in order to
guarantee finding a minimum length path.
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The algorithm used here to demonstrate LINKNET
is a simplified version of the A* algorithm. The
simplification is made to clarify the presentation, while
still retaining the essential features of the full A*
algorithm. Direct extension of the LINKNET method
presented below can be used to implement the Graph
Traverse algorithm, the A* algorithm or the HPA
algorithm.
A Minimum Length Path Finding Algorithm
B1 Mark the start node ‘open’ and all the other nodes
closed. Set the distance attribute of all nodes to
zero.
B2 Select the ‘open’ node, n, with minimum ‘distance’.
B3 If n is the goal node terminate the algorithm. The
length of the minimum length path is the ‘distance’
of n, and the path can be traced back to the start
by use of the predecessors or ‘parents’ marked at
each node.
B4 Set the distance of each node m that is adjacent
to node n to be the minimum of its current ‘dis
tance’ value or the ‘distance’ of node n plus the
length of the arc from node n to node m.
B5 Mark all the nodes that have had their distances
altered by step B4 ‘open’ and note their predecessor
was n. Mark node n as ‘closed’ and go to step B2.
To implement the above algorithm it will be assumed
that the LINKNET structure for the network has been
set up and that in addition to the fields shown in
figures 2 and 4 there are the following fields initialized
to the values given:
0, this field will hold the
DISTANCE(NODE)
distance value of each
node as used in the Bprocedure.
PARENT(NODE)
null, this field will hold the
predecessor of the node,
STATE(NODE)
closed, this field will indi
cate if the node is ‘open’
or ‘closed’.
OTHER(NODE)
null, this field holds a link
to the next node in a list
of ‘open’ nodes,
LENGTH(ARC)
length of the arc.
Cl (Put the start node on the ‘open list’.)
OPEN-LIST ^-start-node (OPEN-LIST is a
pointer.)
C2 (Find the minimum distance ‘open’ node.)
NODE<-OPEN-LIST, MIN-DIST<-Iarge-value,
Loop: If MIN-DIST<DISTANCE (NODE),
Then
MIN-DIST <-DISTANCE(NODE),
and
MIN-NODE^-NODE;
In any case continue with NODE4-OTHER(NODE),
If NODE =^= null, go to loop.
C3 (Check if algorithm terminates.)
If MIN-NODE=goal-node, terminate algorithm.
C4 (Update distance of nodes.)
NODE<-MIN-NODE, BEAD <-LIST(NODE),
Begin: NEW-DIST<-DISTANCE(NODE)+
LENGTH(ARC(BEAD)),
NEW-NODE<-END(BEAD),
If DISTANCE(NEW-NODE) >NEW-DIST,
Then DISTANCE(NEW-NODE) ^NEW-DIST,
and PARENT(NEW-NODE) <-NODE,
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and if STATE(NEW-NODE)=closed,
then STATE(NEW-NODE)^open,
and OTHER(NEW-NODE)<-OPEN-LIST,
and OPEN-LIST<-NEW-NODE;
In any case continue with
BEAD <-NEXT(BEAD),
If BEAD
null, go to Begin.
C5 (Delete node from ‘open’ list.)
If OPEN-LIST=NODE, then
OPEN-LIST*-OTHER(NODE),
Else N «-OPEN-LIST, (N is a link variable)
Step: If OTHER(N)=NODE,
then OTHER (N) MOTHER (NODE);
Else N<-OTHER(N), go to Step.
After this go to step C2.
Figure 6 shows an example minimum length path
finding problem with an indication of the distance
values and ‘open’ list members at the stage when the
algorithm has been through step C5 six times and has
three times more to execute step C5 before terminating.
The arrows on the arc indicate the parent nodes for
each node, on termination a path could be traced back
from the goal node to the start node using these
pointers. The minimum length path, and distance of
the goal node on termination of the algorithm, is 14
units.
This implementation of the minimum length path
algorithm shows that the programming can very closely
follow the algorithm’s descriptive terms. This is a
common feature in algorithms that apply to networks
since very frequently they ‘look at’ adjacent nodes or
expand out from a node; with the LINKNET structure
this is simply a matter of scanning down the beadelement list attached to the node being considered.
The example used in figure 6 appears in Berge
(1962), along with some different algorithms for mini
mum length path finding.
4.2 Formation of the Mesh Equation of an
Electric Network
The analysis of a power system network, whether it
be for the purpose of studying load flow, short circuits,

-Open-List

The numbers on the arcs are the arc lengths.
The numbers at the nodes are the distances.
The arrows on the arcs are the parent pointers.
Figure 6
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or transient stability, requires that the network
behaviour should be described by a set of simultaneous
independent equations. This description can either be
in the form of the network nodal current equations
or in the form of the network mesh voltage equations.
The network mesh voltage equations have the form:
V=ZI, where V is a vector of mesh voltages, Z is the
mesh impedance matrix, and I is a vector of mesh
currents. Whereas the network nodal equations are
easily established a considerable amount of computation
has, in the past, been required to establish the network
mesh equations, in particular the mesh impedance
matrix. In this section we show how the LINKNET
structure allows a new more efficient method for
establishing network mesh equations and consequently
places this form of network description in a more
favourable position for the analysis of power system
networks.
The LINKNET Procedure
The LINKNET structure represents the network in
formation in such a way that the mesh equations can
be automatically set up by the direct inspection of the
network meshes. The method is similar in principle
to the manual method of mesh inspection which is
commonly applied by engineers to directly establish
the mesh equations of small uncomplicated networks.
The procedure of the method can be divided into
four steps:
(i) The set-up of the network information as a
LINKNET structure within the computer.
Hi) The specification of the network meshes within
the LINKNET structure.
(iii) Formation of the elements of the mesh impe
dance matrix by inspection of the network meshes.
(iv) Formation of the elements of the vector of
mesh voltages by inspection of the meshes.
The network information is read in one branch at
a time and is stored within the LINKNET structure
in the manner which was described in section 3.1.
The selection of the network meshes is facilitated by
defining a network tree which is a subset of the net
work branches just sufficient in number to connect all
the network nodes (Happ (1966)). The branches in the
tree are termed tree branches and the remaining
branches are termed link branches or links. Each link
branch in the network can be associated with a closed
mesh. This closed mesh consists of the link branch itself
and the single path of tree branches between the ends of
the link branch.
To set up a tree within the LINKNET representation
of the network the algorithm ‘expands’ out from a
root node and labels the branches as ‘tree branches’
and the nodes at the ends of these branches as ‘tree
nodes’. Subsequent expansions occur from nodes that
are members of the tree, and if any branch leads to a
node already in the tree then this branch is labelled
as a ‘link branch’ rather than a ‘tree branch’. The
algorithm terminates after all nodes have been ex
panded once. A flow diagram of the program to set
up the tree within the LINKNET structure is shown
in figure 7. As each new node is added to the tree
a special pointer TREE(NODE) is set up to indicate
the tree branch which lead to this tree node. It is in
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START AT THE ROOT BUS

TAKE FIRST BEAD ON
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----15 BRANCH
^
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YES
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LABEL THE BRANCH
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LABEL THE BRANCH
A LINK BRANCH
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STEP ONTO
NEXT BEAD
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—"ANY"^'^
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-------QUEUE..-----—

STEP ONTO NEXT
BUS IN QUEUE

NETWORK TREE
IS DETERMINED

the branch impedance to the mesh impedance if the
directions of mesh p and mesh q through the branch
coincide; subtract the branch impedance from the
mesh impedance if the directions of mesh p and mesh
q through the branch are opposite. The final value of
the mesh impedance is the mutual impedance between
meshes p and q. The voltage of mesh p is simply
formed by tracing through mesh p and algebraically
summing the branch voltage sources according to their
direction with respect to mesh p. Note that to enable a
concise and uncomplicated description we have not
considered the possibility of inductive mutual coupling
between branches. This can be handled by the LINKNET structure and the procedures outlined above.
5.0 ADVANTAGES OF LINKNET
As a basis for comparison we will compare
LINKNET with a matrix array approach. In a matrix
approach an N x N array is used to hold the arc
data attributes. Let element ARC-DATA(I,J) be the
value of the attribute for the arc joining nodes I and J.
Further it will be assumed that some distinct value,
say 0, indicates the absence of an arc, thus avoiding
any explicit connection matrix.
While a simple matrix method does not represent
the best competition to LINKNET it is a useful basis
for comparison. In the case of forming power system
mesh equations, as discussed in section 4.2, the
methods presented in the literature (Elderman (1964)),
Stagg and El-Abiad (1968) are directly based on im
plementation of a matrix transformation originally
introduced by Kron (1939).

Figure 7: Flow diagram of program to set up the network tree.

fact convenient to have TREE(NODE) indicating the
bead connecting the new tree node and the tree branch
rather than the branch itself.
Figure 8 shows the resulting network tree and
TREE(NODE) pointers when the algorithm is applied
to a simple network. It should now be clear from this
figure that the TREE(NODE) pointers allow the mesh
associated with any link branch to be traced by start
ing with the nodes at each end of the link branch in
turn and performing a series of:
BEAD<r-TREE(NODE)
BRANCH<-ARC(BEAD)
NODE<-END(BEAD)
operations until the root node or a node common to
the two paths is reached.
Now that the procedure for tracing the network
meshes has been described we are in a position to
describe how the mesh impedances and mesh voltages
can readily be formed by the inspection of the meshes.
We shall consider two meshes p and q, and describe
the procedure for finding the mutual impedance
between these meshes, Z.,q.
(i) Trace through mesh p and label all the branches
in this mesh.
(ii) Trace through mesh q and search for labelled
branches. For each labelled branch encountered: add
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 3, No. 3, August, 1971
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Figure 8: Representation of network tree within the Linknet
structure.
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5.1 Basic Storage Requirements
Vector or Array

Matrix Method

LINKNET Method

NODE-DATA
LIST
ARC-DATA
NEXT
ARC
END

N
—
N2
—
—
—

N
N
M
2M
2M
2M

Total Storage

N2 + N

7M + 2N

Let R=the average number of arcs per node
—M/N
Comparative storage requirements:
Matrix method=N cells
LINKNET method=7R+l cells.
For a power supply network typical values are:
N=100 buses, R=3 lines/bus. This gives a compara
tive storage requirement of—
Matrix method=100 cells
LINKNET method=22 cells.
For networks with more than a single arc-attribute
the comparative storage will be even more favorable
to LINKNET. Also it has been assumed that one cell
of memory is used for each field. This will not normally
be true since the node and arc data may take 4 or 8
bytes (8 bits) as real or complex values, while the
bead fields need only have values in the range 0 to
M-fl, say 1 or 2 bytes. Again this gives an additional
advantage to LINKNET.
Another point is that a simple matrix technique can
not directly represent parallel arcs between same pair
of nodes, whereas LINKNET has no such restriction.
5.2 Process Speed
As an indication of process speed a typical network
operation will be considered. The operation chosen
is the acess of all nodes that are adjacent (neighbours)
to some specified node. In the minimum length path
finding algorithm discussed in section 4.1 this opera
tion was the heart of the procedure (step B4).
For a matrix storage scheme the access operations
may appear in FORTRAN as:
DO 2 J=l, N
IF (ARC-DATA (I,J).EQ.O) GO TO 2
2 CONTINUE
where—I is the node being considered, and
J ranges over all its neighbour nodes.
In a LINKNET program the corresponding code is:
IBEAD=LIST(I)
1 IF(IBEAD.EQ.O) GO TO 2
J=END(IBEAD)
IBEAD=NEXT (IBEAD)
GO TO 1
2 CONTINUE
The comparative access operations involved are:
Matrix method=N accesses to an N x N array.
LINKNET method=2R accesses to an N x 1 vector,
where R = M/N
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M = the total number of arcs
N = the total number of nodes.
For a typical power system problem with N=100
and R=3, the comparative operations would be:
Matrix method=100 double index accesses
LINKNET method=6 single index accesses.
An idea of the speed of a LINKNET type program
can be given for the power system problem discussed
in section 4.2. The IEEE 118 bus test system was used
with shunt elements neglected, leaving a network with
118 nodes and 179 arcs. The execution time to form
the 62 mesh equations on an IBM 360/44 was approxi
mately 3 seconds.
6.0 CONCLUSIONS
The LINKNET structure for representing networks
by the use of linked lists has been described in some
detail. The structure represents the network in the com
puter without any immediate regard to processing that
may occur on the network or on attributes of network
elements. The structure is put forward as a basic form
that can be elaborated as required to include features
that are special to any particular network.
After the LINKNET structure is established the
implementation of several procedures is considered.
It is shown that for particular problem procedures
the LINKNET structure can be easily extended to
facilitate the desired manipulations of the network or
its attributes. More than this it is often the case that
the LINKNET structure can be used to guide the
course of the procedures from node to node and arc
to arc in the required manner.
The use of linked-lists to represent network structure
and thus relate network data has two principle advan
tages. Firstly, the inter-relationships between data are
explicitly given in the form of ‘links’ rather than
implied by position or ordering in storage (c.f. con
ventional matrix or array storage). Thus storage organi
zation is freed from the necessity to maintain symmetry
(so that relative position of data is maintained) or
to preserve any particular orderings. The ‘linking’ of
data also allows different sub-lists within the total
structure to share common data or blocks of data thus
aiding efficient use of storage area.
Secondly, a great many network analysis procedures
and algorithms involve step-by-step operations such as
searching, path-tracing, and numerical iteration, all of
which are dependant on and are guided by the network
structure i.e. at any stage in analysis the next operation
is governed by the current point in the network struc
ture and by the connections between this point and
other points in the network. The ‘links’ between net
work data are ideally suited to providing this guiding
structure.
In order to take advantage of these properties of
linked-list storage but without the constraints that
would be imposed by high-level list-processing systems
a linked-list structure LINKNET has been developed
using the basic ideas embodied in linked-list storage.
The main aim of this paper has been to bring
attention to the ease of applying linked-lists and List
processing methods to network problems. It is hoped
that the LINKNET structure and network procedures
demonstrated here will give more programmers an
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 3, No. 3, August, 1971

incentive to consider this attractive alternative to matrix
methods for network problem solving.
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Book Reviews
E. M. L. Beale, Applications of Mathematical Programming
Techniques. The English Universities Press Ltd., London,
1970, pp. ix + 451. Stg. £5.25.
This is primarily a review of the recently published pro
ceedings, Beale (1970) of a conference held at Cambridge,
England, under the auspices of NATO, in June 1968.
The book under review is both an interesting and a dis
appointing collection of papers. It is disappointing because it
is badly organized and very uneven in quality. It is interest
ing because it contains a few gems, and because even the
papers that are not gems raise some important questions
about the state of the arts of modelling, mathematical pro
gramming and computing.
The Editor, Dr. Martin Beale, has a towering reputation in
this field, both for his own researches and for his clear
expositions of difficult matters in the theory and practice of
mathematical programming. There is, however, little evidence
of Dr. Beale’s hand in the organization of this book. The
allocation of papers to sections, or of section titles to groups
of papers, appears to have been made almost at random.
There is no index. The titles of papers are sometimes mis
leading. The reporting of discussion is rudimentary, and, in
many cases, entirely omitted.
Professor G. B. Dantzig, who attended the conference, is
represented in the proceedings by a paper ‘Linear program
ming and its progeny’, reprinted from Naval Research
Reviews of June 1966. With his usual clarity, Dentzig gives
a thumbnail history of the linear programming problem, the
invention of the simplex method, and its computational
development. He goes on to describe the extension of L.P.
into network analysis, integer programming, non-linear pro
gramming and programming under uncertainty. Dantzig’s
paper is reprinted as the introduction to the proceedings.
Under the heading ‘Linear Programming’ there is a group
of three papers. The first of these is on the application of
linear programming to the calculation of plastic failure of
the foundations of piles supporting a structure. The author
(Demonsablon) does not appear to be familiar with the
extensive literature in English on the use of L.P. in design
problems. The second paper (Razani) is on the minimum cost
design of plate girders. This paper owes more to the author’s
own heuristic technique than to linear programming. He
states that the method described is applicable to locationallocation problems, but does not illustrate this point. The
third paper (Williams) is on the scheduling of cargo ships
between specified ports. This is really an integer programming
problem but, to quote the author, “the nature of the data and
the assumptions in the model may be such that an ordinary
L.P. solution is a sufficient guide as to the best way of deploy
ing ships”. None of these three papers appears to make a
worthwhile contribution to the state of the art either of model
ling or of model solving.
In the next section headed ‘Economic Applications’, we
have three papers. The first (Jaffray) is an input-output study
of the French economy. Its objective is not quite clear to
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the reviewer. The second paper (Clough and Bayer) is on
“optimal waste treatment and pollution abatement benefits
on a closed river system”. This paper from two Canadians
describes a non-linear model for determining the methods of
operation of waste treatment plants in a closed river system
so as to minimize costs and to meet water quality constraints.
This is an interesting exercise which was solved by the use
of desk calculators, but it is not clear whether the results had
any practical application. The third paper (Hobson) is rather
grandiosely titled ‘Application to the Social Sciences of
Mathematical Programming’ and describes the setting up and
solving of a transportation type model for allocating children
to foster family care. The objective is to maximize the benefit
to the community (measured by the taxes paid over their life
times by the recipients of the foster care) of investment in
this form of social welfare. There are six pages of unintel
ligible computer output which could profitably have been
omitted. The paper may have some interest as an example
of a possible approach to the measurement of welfare benefits.
The next section, on Matrix Generators and Output
Analysers, contains four papers. The first (Clark) describes
a system for specifying and generating matrices for multi
period production scheduling by the British sugar firm, Tate &
Lyle. The system was designed for running on a large IBM
360. The second paper (Pessina) describes some methods and
auxiliary programs which are to be solved frequently and need
a rapid response. The author describes some FORTRAN pro
grams written to shorten and simplify the task of setting up
the models and changing them as required. Unfortunately,
the Editor has seen fit to omit the listing of the programs.
The third paper (Spurkland) discusses the problem formulation
language of the Norwegian Computing Centre’s L.P. system.
The reviewer found this paper about as edifying as snippets
from a User’s Manual for a system he had no intention of
using. The fourth paper (Dillon, Jenkins and O’Brien) is
titled ‘An Approach to Matrix Generation and Report
Writing for a class of large scale L.P. models’. This is an
interesting paper describing a “language and mnemonic
system that considerably reduce the onus on model builders
who require a flexible generator and report writing facility”.
The next section is headed ‘Project scheduling’, and con
tains only one paper, ‘Project scheduling with Resource
Constraints’ by E. Balas. Balas is one of the leading research
ers in the field of mathematical programming, and this paper
is a valuable contribution to the state of the art. The author
points out that network flow techniques can solve project
scheduling problems “of realistic size” in the absence of
resource constraints. When resource constraints are present,
the size of the problem becomes a function of the number of
time periods, so that currently available methods can only
solve such problems if they are very small. This paper re
formulates the resource constrained scheduling problem in
such a way that problem size becomes virtually independent
of the number of time periods. Models of realistic size can
then be handled by familiar network flow techniques. As with
all of the work of Balas, this paper is crisp and clear.
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The next section ‘Non-convex programming methods’ con
tains an introductory paper by Zoutendijk followed by four
other papers. Zoutendijk’s contribution, on ‘Mixed integer
programming and the warehouse allocation problem’, is a
brief survey of mixed integer programming, illustrated by
applications to the four papers which follow in this section.
The first of these (Spielberg) is on plant location problems.
This paper deals with the problem of selecting a number of
plant locations from a set of possible sites. At each site there
is a fixed charge and capacity.
There are also known
demands for each of a number of sinks and known costs for
the shipment of products from each plant to each demand
centre. The paper is of interest because the author has
developed an algorithm based on a mixture of the available
methods for solving mixed integer programs. His algorithm
is, in fact, a mixture of the branch and bound technique, the
enumerative technique, and dual decomposition. He claims that
this mixture is more efficient than any approach via a single
technique. The second paper (Randolph, Swinson and Walker)
deals with a non-linear warehouse allocation problem, solved
by the use of dynamic programming. Zoutendijk points out
that the problem can be very much more simply solved by
mixed integer programming. The third paper (Rech and
Barton) deals with a method for solving non-convex trans
portation problems. This is of interest because it describes
an algorithm which uses the Fulkerson out-of-kilter algorithm
as a subroutine. The final paper in this section (Gray) shows
how a direct enumeration algorithm can be used to solve the
site selection problem as a mixed integer L.P.
The next section is called ‘Integer Programming Problems’
and includes two papers. The first (Sullivan and Koenigsberg) is on the scheduling of the operations of cargo ships.
This appears to be a fairly straightforward application of
integer programming using the CEIR code for L.P. 90/94.
The problem (with a time horizon of three months) had about
500 variables (of which 25 were zero-one variables) and 200
constraints. It is interesting to note that computing times for
different sets of data ranged from a quarter of an hour to
several hours.
The second paper (Beatty), on allocating
resources to research, deals with the system used in the
Operations Research Department at BISRA to select and
evaluate their research program. The problem is optimally to
allocate a fixed quantity of manpower and capital to compet
ing research projects. This paper is dotted with amateurishlydrawn diagrams which may have been useful in oral presenta
tion but which could profitably have been excised by the
Editor.
The next section on ‘Geometric Programming’ comprises
one survey paper (Avriel) on the fundamentals of the tech
nique. This includes an interesting discussion on the limita
tions of geometric programming.
The next section, on ‘Strategic deployment problems’, con
tains seven papers. The first (Hassler) is on problems of
strategic mobility. This survey paper, by the Special Assistant
to the loint Chiefs of Staff, U.S.A., is of considerable interest
because it shows the broad scale and depth of the planning
required for strategic mobility, and highlights the problems in
data gathering, model development and model solving in this
area. It is stressed that this is a progress report only, because
the models “have taken li to 2 years to develop, they have
not been fully evaluated, they represent first generation
developments, and as such are sometimes difficult to use.
They often take long times to run, require extensive data
preparation prior to running and extensive analysis to interpret
results. Automatic model interface, flexible common report
generators with high power graphic outputs are second genera
tion capabilities now under development.” This paper discusses
a problem in modelling that, regrettably, appears to receive
little attention in the literature, namely, the problem of how
to aggregate data to obtain a model that is both “realistic”
and not too large to be processed at reasonable cost and in
reasonable time.
The second paper (Arbabi, Fisher, Horowitz and Kocher)
supplements the first. It is by a group of IBM staff employed
by the U.S. Air Force on model building for the analysis of
strategic mobility. The third paper (Yondorf, Grimberg and
Ottoson) on ‘Appraisal of current linear programming appli
cations to strategic mobility problems’ is a discussion by a
staff group from MITRE particularly on some of the tech114

niques of aggregation, partitioning, and sequential solution
necessary to render manageable the very large L.P’s.
encountered in strategic mobility studies. In the fourth paper
(lenkins, O’Brien, Whiton), a staff group from Research
Analysis Corporation describes a very large model set up to
determine what constitutes an optimum airlift/sealift logistic
system.
The fourth paper in this section (Beard and Mclndoe)
describes a British Defence Ministry model to determine the
least-cost mix of aircraft, ships and stockpiled material which
will “provide adequate strategic mobility for the British
Forces in the future”. This required the solution of a zeroone mixed integer L.P. with 850 constraints and 2,000
variables.
The fifth paper in this section (Shaw of CEIR) is a brief
‘Review of computational experience in solving large mixed
integer programming problems’. The work described was done
in connection with the model of the Beard-Mclndoe paper,
since CEIR (now Scientific Control Systems Ltd.) were
employed as consultants by the U.K. Ministry of Defence on
this project.
The sixth paper (Lodal) on ‘Lagrange multipliers, non
linear programming and United States strategic force effective
ness’ is of interest because it reports (although briefly) the
author’s computational experience with a special application
of Lagrange multipliers to optimizing problems, using the
results obtained by Everett (1963). This work will be of
special interest to those who have had to struggle with prob
lems involving decomposition. (See Dantzig and Wolfe (1961).)
The final section (No. 10) is headed ‘Non-linear program
ming’, and includes two papers. The first (Leese) describes
the application of the projected gradient and the reduced
gradient methods to a problem of statistical estimation which
can be formulated as the minimization of a non-linear func
tion subject to linear constraints. Computational experience
is described. The second paper (Stolley) is on the ‘applica
tion of quadratic programming to the promotion system of
professional officers in the German Army’. This paper con
sists mainly of copies of the flip-charts used in the presenta
tion, and the published paper was not therefore entirely clear
to the reviewer. The choice of a quadratic model appears
rather arbitrary. It is suspected that the problem could be
treated by linear programming quite easily, for example, by
minimizing the absolute difference between two variables
instead of the squared difference. The method of analysis and
the computing procedure are not described. The author con
cludes that from 1978 the average age of promotion to Major
in the (West) German Army will be above 40. It appears
that this is a bad thing, and that the bells should start ringing
in the corridors of power at Bonn.
The ninth section, on strategic mobility problems, was by
far the most interesting to the reviewer, and this may also
be of interest to Australian defence planners.
However, enough has been said to show that the selection
of section headings is somewhat arbitrary and that there is
not much pattern in the arrangement of papers. This would
not matter very much if there were an index. Presumably the
Editor and the publishers did not think that the collection
warranted the time and effort of preparing this aid to the
reader. As a general comment, based on an examination of
other collections of papers published under NATO sponsor
ship, the reviewer suggests that such papers would be better
submitted to the standard O.R. or computer journals than
published as a collection. The present publication seems
rather expensive at £5.25, especially considering the cheap
ness of the printing process used. However, the book does
draw attention to some current inadequacies in the art of
modelling, and to the computing problems that need to be
tackled next.
The major modelling problem in mathematical program
ming appears to be aggregation. By the “aggregation” prob
lem is meant the problem arising:
(i) when it is necessary to treat, as the same variable, things
that are not quite the same, e.g., two products that differ
in characteristics that may be judged to be irrelevant for
the purpose in hand; or
(ii) when it is necessary to add together quantities relating to
different regions of space or of time and treat the total as
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though it was a meaningful quantity relating to a single
region of space or of time.
Although some research results are available to help the
analyst with this problem, he has to- rely largely on his judge
ment and knowledge of the physical situation. He may be
able to aggregate in different ways and determine the sensi
tivity of the solution to the method of aggregation.
As regards technical problems, the technique of linear pro
gramming has been in practical use long enough for the main
problems associated with its use to be formulated and for
many of them to be solved. On the theoretical side, there
are several excellent treatments. Three of these, Dantzig
(1963), Gass (1964) and Hadley (1962), deserve special men
tion. On computational problems, five books are highly
recommended. These are Beale (1968), Orchard-Hays (1968),
Williams (1967), Zoutendijk (1960) and Abadie (1970).
The main requirements for a large modern L.P. package
appear to be as follows:
(i) an automatic matrix generation procedure which edits
and controls the input data, looks after scaling, permits
a visual check of the matrix, and makes it easy to
revise or amend the matrix;
(ii) provision for handling generalized upper bounds;
- (iii) use of the “revised product form of the inverse”
method for changing the basis, with provision for remversion and "purging” of oid columns at specified
frequency;
(iv) an option to use the “explicit inverse” method or the
"straight” simplex method for small problems or for
matrices or relatively high density;
(v) availability of the dual as well as the primal simplex
method;
(vi) an automatic method of taking care of degeneracy in
large problems;
(vii) provision for “crashing”, i.e., starting from a specified
basis;
(viii) provision for re-starting at various stages of the compu
tation;
(ix) provision for the trying of “preferred” variables early in
the computation;
(x) inclusion of a separable programming routine;
(xi) inclusion of a decomposition routine;
(xii) inclusion of a transportation routine;
(xiii) inclusion of facilities for generalised parametric pro
gramming, covering, for example, variation of the
objective function row, or the right-hand side, or of
both together; variation of a matrix row or coiumn or
both together; use of multiple objective functions; use of
multiple right-hand sides; and
(xiv) a flexible report writer, to carry out subsidiary calcula
tions (including verification of the solution), and to
facilitate the presentation and interpretation of the
results.
Methods of providing all these facilities are available, but
each package writer applies his own priorities.
In presenting this list, it is not for a moment implied that
the last word has been said on these matters. Research is
continuously in progress on improvements to the simplex
method (see, for example, Fox (1969)) and on ways of taking
advantage of special structure in L.P. problems.
The major computing problem appears to be the need for
an efficient code of handling very large matrices. The tech
nique developed by Gilmore and Gomory (1961) a few years
ago—using dynamic programming to select the column to
enter the basis—allows us to cope with a huge number of
columns, but the effective practical limit on the number of
constraints (in the absence of special structure) appears to be
about 2,000.* If the structure of the problem permits, the
analyst may use decomposition, but he may have to exercise
a lot of judgment in the formulation of the problem. Beale
(1968) remarks that solutions to practical problems with up
to 100 common rows have been obtained by decomposition,
but that beyond this point computational experience with the
algorithm has not been good. On the other hand, Dantzig
(1965) reports that decomposition has been used to solve a
problem with 30,000 constraints and over a million variables.
Quadratic programming, integer programming and sto
chastic programming have been omitted from the list given
earlier because they call for special comment.
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A good case can be made out for including a quadratic
programming code in a modern L.P. package.
Q.P. is
Decoming increasingly useful, and is very easily linked to L.P.
There are, also, efficient algorithms for the solution of
quadratic programs. The two popular ones are those of
Wolfe (1959) and Beale (1959).
Although many large L.P. packages include an integer
programming facility, the case for this is somewhat doubtful
at present, and computational experience with the I.L.P. parts
of some packages is not particularly encouraging. The reason
for this appears to be that there is, at present, no method
for integer programming problems that is computationally
efficient for all classes of problems. More research is needed
on this matter. In the meantime, the zero-one mixed integer
problem is probably the most important from a commercial
or industrial point of view, and there are some efficient
algorithms for low density, medium size matrices. Those
that appear worth special mention are the “branch and bound”
methods due to Beale and Small (1965), Dakin (1965) and
Driebeek (1966). Efficient “partial enumeration” methods for
pure zero-one problems are available, due to Balas (1965),
Glover (1965), Freeman (1965) and Geoffrion (1967). Another
method (based on group theory) for “pure” integer problems
also looks promising (see White (1966) and Shapiro (1968,
1970)).
The routines based on Gomory’s method of integer forms
have generally given very poor computing performance,
although a method along these lines by Martin (1963) for
all-integer problems with the variables restricted to small
numbers, has behaved well.
Four interesting reviews of the state of the art of integer
programming are given in Beale (1965), Balinski (1965),
Aronofsky (1969) and Abadie (1970).
Beale’s ideas on integer programming have been embodied
in an L.P. package produced by Scientific Control Systems
Ltd. (UMPIRE), and good computing performance is claimed
for this package. UMPIRE is available in Australia on
C.S.A’s. Univac 1108.
Other aspects of mathematical programming—in particular,
stochastic programming, dynamic programming and the broad
field of general non-linear programming—are left for another
day. At this point, one comment will suffice on the import
ant topic of stochastic programming. This subject deals with
those aspects of mathematical programming which have to be
considered when some or all of the coefficients of the
objective function and/or of the constraints are not known,
but their distribution functions are given (including their
joint distribution functions if they are not independent).
Stochastic programming methods thus hold promise of being
able to treat a wide range of very important practical prob
lems. According to the type of situation being considered,
some stochastic programming problems can be transformed
into quadratic programming problems or into sets of linear
programming problems. The first considerations here are
those of modelling, i.e., those requiring the analyst to be clear
about the physical situation he is investigating, and about the
assumptions he may legitimately make.
Ziemba (1970) presents some recent results on stochastic
programming (as distinct from “chance-constrained” pro
gramming as developed by Charnes and Cooper).
Useful surveys of non-linear programming are given in
Fletcher (1969), Wilde and Beightler (1967), Abadie (1967,
1970), Kunzi et al. (1966a, 1966b), Aronofsky (1969) Zangwill
(1969), Hadley (1964), and Fiacco and McCormick (1968).
* Dantzig (1965) states that the OPHELIE package can handle 4,000
constraints.
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Wilson T. Price, Business Programming the IBM 1130. Holt,
Rinehart & Winston (Aust.) Pty. Ltd., 1970, pp. xiii -|300.
As the title suggests, for the Business Programmer on the
IBM 1130 this book is ideal. The operative word is ‘business’.
The author has again been most thorough; there is nothing
ponderous or recondite in his writings and the result is a
presentive work indeed.
The reader who is versed in FORTRAN will think
interestedly and differently from the viewpoint of I/O instruc
tions since information read into storage using CALL READ
is automatically stored in A1 code. He will also think dif
ferently whenever numeric quantities are to be operated on
by arithmetic subroutines, e.g., CALL ADD. Any quantities
so needed are first converted from A1 to D1 format with the
right most four bits of the 16-bit word being used. To this
end, arrays are introduced, the size of the array correspond
ing to the number of digits in the quantity. This gives rise
to variable length decimal arithmetic. Huge amounts can
thus be handled. It will be realized that this is quite a sepa
rate approach to the real mode concept which, of course,
is also available but provides only up to 10 significant digits
and for which the transition from and to A1 code is achieved
by GET and PUT respectively.
The author has made it clear that he will not make any
special exposition of the traditional FORTRAN statements
such as IF, GO TO and DO. They do appear in illustrated
programs, but it is assumed that the reader will have a
reasonable knowledge of their application.
He has rather placed the emphasis on programming by
merely culling commercial subroutines. Anything from alpha
betic compare through stacker select, edit, packing three
characters per word for storing EBCDIC on disc files, is
available in subroutine form. Each subroutine is carefully
explained along with the desired parameters and it only
remains for the programmer to call such by name. The book
is accordingly a reference and textbook for the IBM 1130
FORTRAN programmer who has additional requirement for
commercial applications on his system.
R. J. SCOTT.
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List-processing in Plain Fortran
By B. A. M. Moon*

By using an ordinary algorithmic language to express the procedures of list-processing, the
student may receive a practical introduction to its concepts without the need to learn a new
language or set of special statements. An examination of some possibilities of.Fortran for
this purpose shows that it is adequate for the presentation of many list-processing concepts
and also offers a degree of flexibility in the construction of list structures which some list
processing languages themselves do not permit.
Acquaintance with the basic ideas of list-processing is assumed in this paper.

Introduction
The body of knowledge we call computer science
having now been accepted as worthy material for
academic courses, it becomes increasingly important
to improve our methods of teaching it, for presentation
at the undergraduate level. A particular topic to which
this applies is list-processing, whose historical develop
ment does not define the simplest path for an approach
to its concepts.
Following a brief survey of the history of list-pro
cessing and its current relevance, this paper develops
an approach to the teaching of list-processing which
avoids some of the difficulties of earlier methods and
has been found suitable for its introduction to under
graduates.
List-processing and its uses
There are many classical examples of the use of list
processing methods. A notable case is the study of
artificial intelligence (Newell, Shaw and Simon, 1958;
Gelernter, 1959; Tonge, 1960). Another is the pro
cessing of symbolic data, associated with the study
of recursion and its applications (McCarthy, 1960).
Recently Simon has reviewed the evidence on the
hypothesis that human memory itself is an organiza
tion of list structures, concluding that “studies of visual
perception and of tasks requiring use of natural
language show with growing clarity that memory is
indeed organized in associative fashion, but that the
‘associations’ have the properties of what, in the com
puter trade, are usually called ‘list structures’.” (Simon,
1969, p.53.)
Computer hardware also provides illustrations of
the use of list structures. In the IBM 650, instruction
format was organized like a node in a list, the second
operand always, and in a branching operation the
first operand as well, being a pointer to the succeeding
instruction. More recently the ‘stack’ has been imple
mented in the hardware of Burroughs’ 5000 and 6000
series machines (Hamblin, 1962). Some list-processing
features are also incorporated by Iliffe in his ‘basic
machine’ concept (Iliffe, 1968).
Other applications in which the importance of list
processing features has long been recognized are com
pilation (e.g. Dijkstra, 1963) and file-processing (e.g.

Sussenguth, 1963). As random access storage systems
become increasingly available, the development of file
systems based upon them and of data base manage
ment techniques, provide more and more opportunities
for the application of list-processing concepts. Uses
range from graphical displays to entire management
information systems.
Associated with this wide variety of subject matter,
various list-processing languages and programming
techniques have developed, each with its greater or
lesser strength in different situations. It has been
observed by Bobrow and Raphael (1964, p. 240) that
“almost any problem can be coded in . . . almost any
programming system, including binary machine
language,” (their italics) but of course reasonable con
siderations usually indicate what the choice of language
should be.
An early paper on the use of a higher level lan
guage for list-processing is that by Carr (1959). Many
of the early researchers were strongly problem-oriented
and the symbol-manipulation or list-structure languages
they developed were correspondingly influenced by
their purposes. Examples are COMIT (Yngve, 1958),
FLPL (Gelernter, Hansen and Gerberich, 1960), IPL-V
(Newell and Tonge, 1960), LISP (McCarthy, 1960)
and SLIP (Weizenbaum, 1963). All of these except
FLPL have been compared and contrasted by Bobrow
and Raphael (1964).
Why such languages are very useful research tools
for the solving of ill-structured problems has been
examined by Tonge (1961). The user needs a system
which allows him to state an incompletely formulated
problem and method of solution and start experiment
ing. It must free him from the obligation to make
commitments too early about storage allocation, the
information to be carried, associations amongst that
information and manipulations of it. Precisely the
same freedoms are invaluable to the programmer whose
task is the development of a flexible and dynamic
filing system for management of a data base.
The inherent advantage of list-processing for such
purposes lies in the greater ease in finding, inserting,
deleting or re-ordering of data elements in associative
information structures which it offers, compared with
the use of simple vectors and arrays. For a large
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number of applications outside of stra;ght numerical
calculation, such facilities more than compensate for
the greater overhead usually incurred in mapping
linked-list-organized data structures on to the sequen
tially organized storage of the computer itself.
It becomes evident that the concepts of list-process
ing transcend the context of any particular application
or programming language and take a place amongst the
seminal ideas of computer science.
The Choice of a Language for Teaching
While the foregoing considerations give ample justi
fication for the introduction of list-processing concepts
early in an academic course in computer science, it is
not equally obvious how best to do so. In corrobora
tion, Sammet (1969) opens her chapter on “String and
List-processing Languages” with the observation: “For
several reasons, this chapter is probably a more dif
ficult one to comprehend than most of the others”. Yet
it is not sufficient to study list-processing in the
abstract. Hamming (1970), for example, has argued
strongly that Sir Francis Bacon’s view that all science
must have an experimental basis applies as much to
computer science as to any other. Accepting this, there
fore, students must write list-processing programs to
be run on real machines and this in turn implies the
choice of some programming language in which to
write those programs.
Various approaches to the choice of list-processing
language facilities exist. One approach is to study a
language specially developed to offer list-processing
facilities, such as LISP. Opinions differ on the effort
this requires (Bobrow & Raphael, 1964, p. 238;
Sammet, 1969, p. 407). In spite of the existence of
several good explanatory texts (e.g. Woodward and
Jenkins, 1961; Berkeley & Bobrow, 1964) it seems that
many people find it difficult to learn. The most notable
achievements of LISP are its elegance (probably unsur
passed so far amongst programming languages) and its
contribution to the study of the theory of computability
in general and the development of recursive methods
in programming in particular. A side effect of this is
that some treatments of list-processing concepts very
rapidly get involved with recursive techniques as well,
and pedagogically this seems to cause unnecessary
complications.
An alternative, suggested by Foster (1967) and de
veloped by Rohl and Cordingley (1970), is to add
some list-processing facilities formally to a high-level
language and then proceed to their implementation in
the software of the language.
A third answer is to embed a set of list-processing
subroutines in a high-level language, examples being
SLIP whose host language is FORTRAN, and the list
processing routines added to BCL by Housden (1969b).
SLIP has been described, slightly uncharitably per
haps, by Bobrow and Raphael (1964, p. 238) as “just
FORTRAN with some frills”.
Though there is merit in such methods, they do have
a disadvantage in common—that the student, having
already made a considerable effort to master a viable
subset of some high-level language is obliged to learn
more programming material before he can write pro
grams for list-processing. In so doing he may form the
US

unnecessary opinion that list-processing is somehow
“different”. As Knuth (1968) observes: “manipulation
of links is not a magic, complex process”.
It was with these considerations in mind the author
posed the question: “To what extent is it necessary to
add extra features or ‘frills’ to a high-level algorithmic
language in order to equip students with the necessary
programming tools for a substantial practical intro
duction to the concepts and techniques of list-process
ing, along the lines presented by say Foster (1967) or
Knuth (1968)?” The answer turned out to be: “None
at all”.
In the study reported here it was convenient to use
Fortran and in the subsequent discussion it is used
throughout. Algol or PL/1 would have been equally
appropriate. The techniques described were developed
for a first course in computer science (for which a
pass in Pure Mathematics I was pre-requisite). It is
assumed here that the reader is acquainted with the
concepts of list-processing as treated in one of the
texts mentioned above.
Representation of nodes
The first matter to consider is how to represent the
nodes of a linked list and address their individual
fields. Let it be decided that a node shall consist of
two fields, the first named HEAD and the second
TAIL, such that, for a linear list, HEAD contains
data and TAIL the address (pointer or link) of the
next node. Then customary arrangement of a linked
list area would allocate a successive pair of words in
storage to each node, in the manner shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: Conventional organizations of storage for a list-space.

If now the first node in this area is an item in a
linear list and a variable (say PTR) is a pointer to it,
i.e. it contains the address of the first word in the list
area, then a reference to HEAD(PTR) implies an
address offset by zero from the value of PTR while
TAIL(PTR) implies an address offset by one word from
it. Likewise HEAD(TAIL(PTR)) implies reference to
an address offset by zero from the value of TAIL(PTR)
and so on.
Alternatively, the list area could be arranged as
shown in Fig. 2 in which all the HEAD areas are
adjacent and the TAIL areas are adjacent in some
other portion of storage (not necessarily contiguous)
Word.
0
PTR —j tfesD

12
| itENTv | «£

|
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Fig. 2: Re-organized storage for a list-space.

The only difference is that the address of
TAIL(PTR) is now offset, not by one word from the
address of HEAD(PTR), but by the difference between
the initial HEAD and TAIL addresses, shown (arbi
trarily) to be 1024 in Fig. 2. From the programmer’s
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point of view this difference is immaterial since it does
not concern him. What matters is the ability to address
individual fields, on some occasions through links held
in fields of (logically) preceding nodes.
If now we consider the facilities provided by Fortran,
then not only is it easy to allocate storage to a list
area in the manner of Fig. 2 by using dimensioned
arrays, but also the address pointers to succeeding
nodes can be array indexes. Thus storage may be
allocated to a free list with head pointer FREE by a
statement such as:
INTEGER HEAD(1024),TAIL( 1024),FREE
Initial setting up of this list linked tail to head is
achieved by:
DO 1 J—1,1023
1 TAIL(J)=J+1
TAIL(1024)=0
FREE=1
This particular procedure assumes that the value of
the pointer field in a terminal node is zero and that
only integral values are admitted. It does not deny
the possibility of non-numerical data fields being
entered using A-type format and it does allow both
fields to be used to hold address pointers if required.
Alternatively HEAD fields could be defined to be
REAL if preferred.
In a similar manner a variety of other sorts of node
may be defined and set up. For instance a free space
area for symmetric list structures (Weizenbaum, 1963)
may be constructed by
INTEGER LEFT(1024) ,DATA(1024),
1RIGHT(1024)
DO 2 1=1,1023
LEFT(J+1)=J
2 RIGHT(J)=J+1
LEFT(1)=0
RIGHT(1024)=0
Operations upon linear lists
The linked-list area having been defined, routines
can be written for operations upon lists. Thus, con
sidering two-field nodes as defined we may get (or
‘pop-up’) a node with head pointer NEW from the
free list (which is of course a ‘pushdown’ or ‘LIFO’
store) by:
IF(FREE.EQ.O) PAUSE ‘FREE LIST
1 EXHAUSTED
NEW=FREE
FREE=TAIL(FREE)
HEAD(NEW)=0
TAIL(NEW)=0
This may be added to the front of another stack
with head pointer LIST as follows, entering the value
of the variable ITEM into the HEAD field in the same
sequence.
TAIL(NEW)=LIST
LIST=NEW
HEAD(NEW)=ITEM
This routine is applicable when the stack is null,
if the initial value of LIST is zero (assuming that
special header nodes are not used).
Again, given a queue with front pointer LIST and
rear pointer LAST, the node obtained from the free
list may be added to the rear by:
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IF(LIST.NE.O) GO TO 3
LIST=NEW
GO TO 4
3 TAIL(LAST)=NEW
4 LAST=NEW
HEAD(LAST)=ITEM
TAIL(LAST)=0
A node may be removed from the head of the queue
by a small modification of the procedure previously
described for stacks. Of course these operations could
be combined into a single sequence and, if desired, a
general subroutine could be written to transfer a node
from the head of any list to the head of any other and
this could be used to return an unwanted node to the
free list. The point is that these facilities are available
in plain Fortran and the decisions are entirely in the
realm of the programmer to select. By writing such
routines himself, choosing according to his need, the
student can gain valuable practice to advance his under
standing of list-processing.
Numerous other possibilities arise, for which pro
gramming in Fortran does not do violence to the
‘natural’ way of envisioning list-processing concepts.
Circular lists can be constructed and nodes added or
deleted with little extra trouble. The student can dis
cover through programming the advantages of sym
metrically linked nodes for deques.
Depending on the goals of a particular lecture course
and facilities available, it may be appropriate at this
stage to introduce the actual SLIP system. Thus, while
access to a node may be obtained through the variable
TAIL( .... (TAIL(LIST) . . . . ) to whatever depth
of subscripting the Fortran implementation permits, it
is clearly more elegant to employ functions such as the
SLIP function MADNTP(L,N) — (Weizenbaum, 1963,
p.534). If this approach is planned, the use of special
list headers will have been introduced earlier. As most
of the SLIP subroutines have been written in Fortran,
reference may then be made to the original paper cited
for a suitable selection for tutorial purposes.
Nevertheless, many options continue to remain
open. For example, it is easy to write in plain Fortran
a function MEMBER(X,LIST), which, given a datum
X and the head pointer LIST of a linear list, returns
the address of the node containing the datum X, if
present, or the value —1 otherwise. Hence (with suit
able definitions of COMMON areas as required) we
may write:
FUNCTION MEMBER(X,LIST)
MEMBER=LIST
5 IF(MEMBER.NE.O) GO TO 6
MEMBER=—1
RETURN
6 IF(HEAD(MEMBER),EQ.X)RETURN
MEMBER=TAIL(MEMBER)
GO TO 5
END
Operations upon binary trees
The study of list-processing proceeds naturally from
linear lists to tree structures. The methods described
can be developed readily to provide multi-field nodes
(or plexes) containing any number of pointers if de119
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sired but, from a programming point of view, it is
often sufficient to restrict attention to binary trees.
This is on account of the correspondence between
binary trees and forests of plain trees (Knuth, 1968, p.
333) so that, as Knuth remarks “general trees are
usually represented in terms of some equivalent binary
tree inside a computer”. Just this has been done by
Sussenguth (1963) whose doubly-chained trees are in
effect binary trees, though he does not call them that.
Thus a binary tree corresponding to his general tree
for the entries BAN,BACK,BAR,BE is shown in Fig.

Fig. 3: Alphabetically ordered list in binary tree form.

A list area of suitable nodes for such binary trees
may be set up by:
DIMENSION LINKL(2000) ,NODE(2000)
DIMENSION LINKR(2000)
and a free space stack set up by linking these nodes
through the right link as before. To insert a word
entry in the tree, its letters are read in A1 format and
converted to elements of a linked queue. Then word
entries may be added to the binary tree by the follow
ing routine. IN is a pointer to the letter being examined
while IHOLD points to the front of the input queue.
IRUN and ITRAIL are running pointers, set prior to
entering the routine to point to the root of the tree
(which has been set up in a preliminary step). For
programming convenience in IBM360 code, a numeral
9 is used as a word entry terminator. The test applied
in statement 103 is machine-dependent, requiring a
knowledge of the numerical equivalents of the letter
codes in the NODE fields tested. Exit from the routine
returns to statement 102,
120
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INSERTION OF ITEMS IN BINARY TREE
101 IN=IHOLD
IF(IN.EQ.O) GO TO 102
IHOLD=LINKR(IHOLD)
LINKR(IN)=0
IF(IRUN.NE.O) GO TO 103
LINKL(ITRAIL)=IN
ITRAIL=IN
GO TO 101
103 IF(NODE(IRUN)—NODE(IN)) 106,105,104
105 ITRAIL=IRUN
IRUN=LINKL(IRUN)
KEY=0
GO TO 101
104 LINKR(IN)=IRUN
IRUN=0
IF(KEY.EQ.l) GO TO 111
LINKL(ITRAIL)=IN
ITRAIL=IN
GO TO 101
111 LINKR(ITRAIL)=IN
ITRAIL=IN
GO TO 101
106 ITRAIL=IRUN
IRUN=LINKR(IRUN)
KEY=1
IF(IRUN.NE.O) GO TO 103
GO TO 111

This routine shows the steps in the algorithm
clearly. The variable KEY is set to indicate whether
the tree has been traversed along the left or right
limb. A bit of programming subtlety may shorten the
routine slightly and minor modifications will change it
to delete or seek a word entry or provide a variety of
these procedures. It may be suitable to present this
routine as an illustration and use its variations as
exercises.
A more extended example using a queue, stacks
and a binary tree is shown in detail in the appendix.
This example also returns unwanted nodes to the
free list which has been omitted from the procedure
shown above.
A variation of the binary tree introduced by Perlis
and Thornton (1960) is the ‘threaded’ tree. In a
threaded binary tree for any node with a null sub-tree,
the corresponding link, which would otherwise be
empty, is used to provide a pointer to a higher node
in the tree in a manner to simplify algorithms for
tree traversal. Knuth (1968, p. 320) gives such an
algorithm. As all ordinary links are positive in Fortran
(being array indexes), it is a simple matter to identify
thread links by making them negative (i.e. negating
the index of the node pointed to), and to develop
appropriate routines in Fortran for their use.
Management of nodes of different types
In offering the facility to define whatever sort of
node is required, Fortran is comparable with low-level
list-processing languages like
(Knowlton, 1965,
1966; Housden 1969a). The effective upper limit on the
size of the free list constructed of such nodes is only
dictated by the upper limit of the resources available.
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Moreover, there is nothing to prevent two or more
types of node being used in the same program. Thus,
where queues or stacks are used in conjunction with
binary trees, both two- and three-field nodes might be
used. In our examples, since it was convenient to
transfer nodes direct from the input queue to the
binary tree on occasions, it turned out simpler to use
only three-field nodes. Either alternative is straight
forward to program.
A more advanced consideration arises when the
programmer wishes to use more than one type of node
with complete flexibility in the division of list-space
between them. Various approaches exist. If system
facilities provide virtual storage then list-space for
each different node type might be allocated a different
segment and the author has done this when list-pro
gramming in BCL for the Atlas computer. This is con
ceptually easy but really dodges round the problem of
flexible allocation of physical resources. Upper limits
must still be set to the actual size allowed for each
list-space and manual corrective action taken if this
turns out to be insufficient.
The different approach of Ls'x and SIMSCRIPT
(Knowlton, 1965; Markowitz et al, 1963), in pro
viding blocks of eight words which, by binary sub
division, may be used for the construction of smaller
nodes, does seek to allocate the actual storage avail
able to nodes of different kinds according to the need.
Another illustration of the point may be made,
programming in Fortran, by the following example.
Use of a common list-space for different node-types
Consider the list-space organized as a two-dimen
sional array, fields thereby being restricted to one
type, in practice INTEGER. Also, instead of naming
the fields of a node, let them be numbered in natural
number sequence. (Similarly, Fortran uses numeric
statement labels instead of alphameric labels as in
Algol).
If in specifying the array, the first subscript repre
sents the number of fields in a node and the second
is the size of the free list, then storage is actually
organized to place the fields of any one node adjacent.
This arrangement gives no particular advantage over
that discussed earlier, except when more than one
kind of node structure is required to share freely the
same list-space. Thus, if it should be desired to use
both two-field and three-field nodes this way, the listspace may be set up by:
COMMON LIST2,LIST3
DIMENSION LIST2(2,300),LIST3(3,200)
EQUIVALENCE (LIST2(1),LIST3(1))
Storage is now set up as shown in Fig. 4.
Word 11512(1,ll|uSTl(2,l)
0
12
3,__ 4
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UsTi(i,p|u$n(2,4')

uin(2,i) u-ii ip,i) un Al,V)|uit 1(1,1')

Fig. 4: Organization of storage shared between two arrays
by “Equivalence”.

A pointer whose value was, say 2, would refer to
words 2 and 3 if the reference were to a node of
LIST2, but to words 3, 4 and 5 if it were through
LIST3, so it is clearly important to keep such pointers
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distinct. The problem is avoided by keeping only one
pointer to the free list (that through LIST2, say) and
when space is required from the free list, this is only
taken in blocks of words whose number is the lowest
common multiple of the numbers of fields in every
kind of node employed. (In the present case this is
six). Then they are linked accordingly.
Having thus taken such a block of words for threefield nodes it is a simple matter of address arithmetic
to generate the actual three-field node pointer to the
first node of the block, knowing its two-field node
pointer on the free list. In effect, for each kind of
node a small intermediate pool or buffer of nodes is
made available. On subsequent calls for a node of
one kind, it is supplied from the corresponding buffer,
unless this is exhausted, when another block of nodes
is taken from the free list.
Fortran routines for these procedures are within the
average programmer’s competence, and once written,
the actual method of supply in a particular case needs
no further attention. There are no restrictions on the
order of supply of any kind of node and they may be
used to generate distinct list-structures, or structures in
which nodes of different kinds are intermixed. A
similar technique allows nodes to be returned to the
free list in blocks. It is not applicable if odd nodes
are to be deleted within lists and returned, but it is
satisfactory for the many cases in which additions
and deletions are made at the ends of linked lists.
Actual routines will vary somewhat with the pur
pose for which they are intended. Those following
have been used to generate simultaneously in the same
list-space, queues of two-field nodes and stacks of
symmetrically linked three-field nodes, and to return
unwanted nodes to the free list. Storage is assumed
to be allocated as stated earlier. Most programmers
would arrange such routines as Fortran subroutines
but the housekeeping is omitted here.
To set up the linked free-space list:
DO 1 J=3,297,3
1 LIST(2,J)=J+1
LIST2(2,300)=0
FREE=0
To add a node to a queue:
IF(NEXT2.NE.O) GO TO 3
IF(FREE.EQ.O) PAUSE ‘FREE LIST
1 EXHAUSTED’
NODE=FREE
FREE=LIST2(2,FREE+2)
GO TO 4
3 NODE=NEXT2
4 NEXT2=(NODE+1)*MINO
1(1 ,MOD(NODE,3))
IF(LISTA.NE.O) GO TO 5
LISTA=NODE
GO TO 6
5 LIST2(2,LASTA)=NODE
6 LASTA=NODE
LIST2(1 ,LASTA)=ITEM
LIST2(2,LASTA)=0
LISTA and LASTA are pointers to the front and
rear nodes in the queue, NEXT2 a pointer to the next
node in the buffer. These are normally dummy argu
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ments of a subroutine. FREE and ITEM have their
previous meaning.
To add a node to a stack:
IF(NEXT3 .NE.O) GO TO 7
IF(FREE.EQ.O) PAUSE ‘FREE LIST
1 EXHAUSTED’
NODE=(FREE—1)*2/3 +1
FREE=LIST2(2,FREE+2)
NEXT3=NODE+l
GO TO 8
7 NODE=NEXT3
NEXT3=0
8 IF(LISTB.NE.O) GO TO 9
LISTB=NODE
LIST3(1,NODE)=0
GO TO 10
9 LIST3(3,LASTB)=NODE
LIST3(l,NODE)=LASTB
10 LASTB=NODE
LIST3(2,LASTB)=ITEM
LIST3 (3 ,LASTB)=0
To delete a node from a queue:
TF(LISTA.EQ.O) PAUSE ‘LIST IS EMPTY’
NODE==LISTA
LISTA==LIST2(2,LISTA)
IF(MOD(NODE,3)-NE.O) GO TO 11
LIST2(2,NODE)=FREE
FREE=NODE—2
11 etc.
A similar routine deletes a node from a stack.
In another application a linked list composed
alternately of two-field and three-field nodes was con
structed. In this instance the linking pointers must
point to nodes of the other type. The only alterations
to the foregoing routines for addition of nodes are the
exchange of statements 5 and 9 and the deletion of
the statement following 9, since backward linking is
not required.
Garbage collection techniques
Garbage collection is an important aspect of list
processing and most persons who have studied the
software will have an individual garbage collection
routine which they prefer (e.g. that of Schorr and
Waite, 1967). No specific Fortran routine for garbage
collection is illustrated here but experience when the
methods of this paper were used in an undergraduate
lecture course may be reported. When the general
concept of garbage collection was introduced, several
students wrote and ran their own Fortran routines for
it, though they were not required to do so for any
classwork assignment. Perhaps this sort of response
may be taken to indicate that the approach described
is valuable and constructive for introducing students to
the ideas of list-processing.
Of course, in this topic as in general, the advance
of the subject continues to reveal new problems and
some of these may well be beyond the scope of a
simple Fortran system. Diminishing returns may
appear, for example, if the study of compact list
representation and garbage collection (Hansen, 1969)
is limited in this way. Another problem we have not
had an opportunity to study in this light is garbage
collection in a virtual memory system (Fenichel and
Tochelson, 1969).
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List-processing and recursion
We remarked earlier that a side effect of some treat
ments of list-processing concepts is that they very
rapidly get involved in recursive techniques as well.
This seems to be owing to historical causes, since re
cursive programming is a major feature of some of
the successful early list-processing languages (e.g.
IPL-V, LISP). It may have been further remforced by
the remark of Barron (1968) that list-structures have
an inherently recursive nature.
Now it is also true that all the ordinary functions
of mathematics are recursive, but their study can and
does go a long way without their recursive properties
being considered. Scientific subroutines in program
libraries for elementary transcendental functions, for
example, do not as a rule use recursion. Of course
it has been well-known for some time that all recur
sive functions can be computed by non-recursive
methods (and programmed in Fortran) (Rice, 1965).
While it is accepted practice in Fortran not to use
recursive methods, such techniques have been des
cribed (Ayers, 1963), and recursion is a feature for
mally included in both Algol and PL/1. In practice,
in writing algorithms for evaluation of numerical func
tions, the programmer has a choice.
For list-processing, there is a parallel situation, and
considerable freedom does exist for deciding when the
use of recursion is to be introduced in the study of
list-processing. Several list-processing language sys
tems do not use recursion or do so only incidentally
(e.g. Perlis & Thornton, 1960; Weizenbaum, 1963).
None of this is to deny the value of studying recur
sion in its own right either in conjunction with list
processing or otherwise. Study of the recursive nature
of functions and the recursive use of procedures are
such topics of importance. An interesting example in
the present context is the abstract machine described
by Overheu (1966), with a recursive function pro
gramming language for which, by adopting list-pro
cessing techniques, a simple simulator was written in
Fortran. Another example is that given by Landin
(.1964).
The point we do wish to make here is that the
more-or-less simultaneous introduction of list-process
ing concepts, recursive techniques and a new program
ming language (or part of one) may present a barrier
to the ready assimilation of list-processing ideas. That
it is unnecessary seems sometimes to have been over
looked. We have shown that a considerable variety of
list-processing concepts can be illustrated quite
naturally without the need to introduce recursive tech
niques or step outside the bounds of a familiar pro
gramming language.
The other side of this coin, it is agreed, is framed
in the question: how would the approach described
here serve as a preliminary to the study of recursive
techniques in list-processing or, more particularly, of
a function-structured language such as LISP? The
author has no direct answer to this question but offers
a suggestion: just as the study of list-processing may
have suffered on occasions from the simultaneous intro
duction of too many new ideas, so the same may be
true of the learning of LISP. If then, by the means
described here, the student has become familiar with
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many of the data structure types upon which a LISP
program operates, then subsequently much of the dif
ficulty commonly associated with the study of LISP
may be found to disappear.
Questions of effectiveness and efficiency
We are aware of the alleged ‘Fortran syndrome’—a
phenomenon of the “chips with everything” variety—
but do not consider the approach discussed here to
be a malignant version of it.
In the author’s opinion, the techniques used are
direct and relevant and no more vulnerable to the
peculiarities of Fortran itself than those of arithmetical
routines written in the same language. Moreover, most
universities these days possess a computer system with
a fast or ‘student’ Fortran compiler, capable of offering
an efficient service for the processing of students’ pro
grams, and so that facility may be utilized to offer
practical experience in list-processing. In support of
this statement, it is reported that all of the routines
given in this paper, including the complete program
in the appendix, were compiled and run using the
‘Cantran’ compiler (Causer, 1970), a fast Fortran
compiler operating under the IBM 360/44 program
ming system. Subject to these conditions the author has
found that the method described is effective for teach
ing list-processing.
For the subsequent introduction of recursive tech
niques it will usually be necessary to employ some
other programming facility. It may therefore be judged
wiser to omit such topics, or make only brief reference
to them, in a first course of study.
For the study of list-processing techniques which
use tag fields, of a byte or even a single bit, if the
sign of a word cannot be utilized Fortran programming
will tend to make inefficient use of storage, especially
if a word is needed to express every field. Shortage
of storage is not usually a problem with student pro
grams however. While it is important for the student
to become aware of the fact that some methods are
very much more efficient than others, and to develop
a feel for the right list-processing facility for a par
ticular problem, it is first necessary that he learn to
think about and use concepts at a higher level, rather
than concern himself with details of their implementa
tion on machine hardware. For this reason, we do not
consider that discussion of storage packing techniques,
and of byte manipulation, as such, in contrast to field
manipulation, are essential subject matter for a first
course and so they are omitted here. We refer however,
to the papers by Comfort (1964) and Madnick (1967).
We do point out that at the highest level, the student
does have considerable freedom to define data struc
tures in Fortran and acquire experience in selecting
the one most suited to the problem in hand. In this
respect it shows more flexibility than, say, LISP or
SLIP.
Conclusion
An approach to list-processing is described which
permits the student to gain practical understanding of
many of its concepts, in particular, linear list and
tree structures and non-recursive operations upon them,
while programming within the framework of a familiar
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algorithmic language, namely Fortran. This simplifies
some teaching problems, does not demand the pre
mature introduction of recursive techniques and is only
affected in minor details by the restrictions of the
programming system used. It permits considerable
flexibility in course development to suit circumstances
and has been found effective in practice. It is believed
that sufficient examples have been given to demonstrate
these points, but these do not exhaust the possibilities.
Extension to circular lists will be obvious and to plex
structures is straightforward. Understanding of
the latter is important for developing methods of crossreference to data files.
Reference is made to a wide cross-section of sources
bearing on the topic of list-processing. This is not
intended to be exhaustive. Considerable biblio
graphies are given by Feigenbaum and Feldman (1963),
Knuth (1968) and Sammet (1969).
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APPENDIX
An extended example
As an indication that the methods described can be
used for quite extensive list-processing operations,
this appendix describes a Fortran program which
accepts an input string composed of a Fortran-type
arithmetic expression or assignment statement, arranges
it as a queue in which each node contains a single
operator or operand, generates from it a binary tree
using a twin-stack version of Dijkstra’s algorithm
(Dijkstra, 1963) and derives from that in turn a string
in reverse Polish notation. Of course this string could
have been generated directly but that is not the point
of the exercise.
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//t.ref
job
,c.c.o*o moo
IA55I
202015
*
762
PLEASE "ll’ir 'Pi
// EXEC CANTRAN! NOMAP )

0001
C002
0003
coot
0005
0006
0007
oooe
0009
0010
901!
0012
0013
001*
0015
0016
0017
0018
oon

0020
0021
0022

0023
902*
0025
0026
0027
0028
0029
0030
003!
0032
0933
003*
0035
0036
0037
0035
0039
00*0
00*1
00*2
00*3
00**
00*5
00*6
00*7
00*8
00*9
0050
0051
0052
0053
005*
0055
00*6
0057
0058
9059
0060
0061
0062
0063
006*
0065
0066
0067
0068
0069
0070
007!
0072
0073
007*
0075
0076
0077
0078
00 79
0080

00B1

0082
0083
008*
0085
0086
Q0H7
0088
0089
0090
0091
0092
0093
009*
0095
0096
0097
0098
0099
0100
C1C1
0102
0103
010*
0105
0106
0107
0108
0109
0110
0111
0112
0113

Oil*
0115
0116
0117
0118

Oil )
0120
0121
0122
0123
012*
0125
0126
0127
012«
0129
0130
013!
0132

ED STRING TO 31NARY T A E c
SET U,J CHARACTER '.NO PRECEDENCE
0IMENSI0 l K T A B ( 1 0 ) ,NTA>3(lU>
REAP(5,1) K.TAE
R E A0(5,2 ) NTA"
1 F ORE', A T (1 (.> A 3 )

VERSE POLISH STRING

TABLES

2 F.-WMATIlom

00 3 J = 1 , 10
3 NTARfJ)=NTAR{J)*KTAF(J)
SET UP LINKED FREE SPACE LIST WITH HEAD POINTER
01 HENS I 3 N II !KL I 2O0I ,NGDM?00) , L 1NKRI 200 )
DO * J •= 1 , 199
* LINK'* t J)=J + ’
LINKR(200 U O
1 FRE F = 1
SET UP ]/:; ckc-A AND ENTER
DIMENSION INUijTKO)
*0 REAP!5,8| INPUT
5 FORMAT! lx,
, A1 )
W° I TE ( 6 , * 1 )

I/P STRING

• ’ " ”MA T( • • )
4 R I T * (6

EAD POINTER

’IN

DP i = r!Oi.,T(J)
J=1 ,
7
8
*2

19
11
6

9

IF! I reM.LT.0I GO JO *2
DU 7 .< = 1,10
IE ( I TIN. (.9. KTA'.U M 1 NT
STOP 101
IF I K . C u. : I GO TO 9
! Tc M = *' T AH ( K }
CALL GC T iHU IFRU , I SUE,
IK IN.NF.r-) GO V IC
IN=ISID
GO T'- 11
L1NKK IHUUOMSU- .
!H0LI'=1SU“
NODE! i 1101*’ I = 1 JEf
LINKM I H'>L!' ) 10

K L,NODE,L!NKR)

PI JKS U.A 1 S TwlN SUCK ALGOR I TH
OPf R A T0° STACK POLITE-: Ml’, n
I l=n

12 IMIN.FO.O)

i T-1 20

IFINODr! IN)J 1 3 , 1* , 1 5
1* STOP 202
13 CALL STALK ILINKP, IN, I 2)
GC TO 12
15 IT ( I 1. E•'). 9 ) GO Tu l(,
LEVEl =N7)['P ( L1>-;L'DK INI/K**
IF (LEVEL.EC. 3) 0-' If) 16
19 LEVEL 1 = 'UT>F !
! I 11 / Ftp
IF ( LEVEL. r0.2 ) Or jj- 17
I F | LEVEL I .GF .LEV* !.) GO TO 18
16 CALL S TACK! L INK)’ , IN, ID
GO TO 1?
17 IF ( LEVf-Ll .NF.3 ) SO TO 18
CALL RETNOlU I F REE , L I NKR , I 1)
CALL RET’-rt'M teREL ,LINKR, IN)
GO Tfi 12
18 KSW=l
GO TO 21

O)

CONSTRUCTION OF fit:QUIREP SUBTREE
IW0RKM1
I1=LINKR(!1)
1F(NODE{ 12 I I 22,23,2*
23 STOP 303
22 LINKM I UiifiK ) - I 2
!2=LINKR(12)
LINKL1LINKR! I WORK ») = y
L I NKR I L I NKR ( Ir-ORKI ) = n
GO TP 25
2* LINKK IWf’RKU’lODF (12)
CALL PETNDD!I FREE,LINKR,I 21
25 I F ( NODE ! 1 WUR.% ) - NCOE ( I VhiRK ) / ne8 . NE.7 I GO TU 2i
LINKLI IVUVK 1=0
Gil TO 27
26 IF I NODE! 12) I 28,29,3','
29 STOP *n*
28 L I NKL ! IklYK ) = [ 2
I 2 = LINKR(12)
LINKULINKL! 1 WORK ) ) = n
LINKR{LINKL!I WORK I)=U
GO TU 27
30 L I NKL ( IH1) >K ) =N0Pf ! 12 )
CALL RETNOD!1 FREE,LINKR,!21
27 CALL G'iTuoni IFREL- , | SuP, LI NKL, NODL ,L INKR)
NODE! I SU1:.) = I WORK
LINK*(ISU») = 1?
I 2 = I SUB
GO TO ( 1 ),20) ,KSU
21

ALGOR IT) . T "I
32 DU 38 J=1,*0

STRUCT REVERSE

IFU-nOE ! !?))*?,*

** STOP 60fc
*3 IW0RK=I2
GO TO *6
*5 I WORK=.N0l E (12)
*6 I TRA[L = 0
33 IE(LINKL(I WORK).
I TP A I L = ! t.ORK
lW’OR< = Lr,KL( IbOR
GO T* 3 3
3* IF ( L I 1..................... ... .................................
I TR \ I L = I f f'RK
UOfiKrLiNKP ( IWCPK)
Gf) TU 33
3 5 |N0UT(J)= NOPE(I WORK)/fit*
CALL M1 m ( IF RE* , L I NKR, I „3RKI
! F( ! T 4 A ! I,. F U. o ) r,0 TO 36
IF(LINKLIITRA!L).E0.0) GO TO 37
LINKLI I TRAIL I =0
GO TO 38
37 LINKRIIT P A IL)= 0
38 CONTINUE
STOP 505
OUTPUT ROUT INr
36 WR1TE(6,i >) I INOUT(K) ,K=1,J)
GO TO *0
39 FORMAT I 1( •,* 9 A2)
END
VERITY

0

Fig. 5: A program in Fortran for list-processing (continued
on following page).
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CI 33
013*
0135

one-isn- -TO
lt:

one
ono
ono
01*1
01*2
01*3

LI*IKU
! Sl.R 1 =‘i$r
L I *IKH ( 1 SUU ) ='

oneon?

.NOOF,LINK*)
SUP.* FROM THE

K L t 20° )

FRP5

ifi ifrit. '-.j.•< i
tSU?.= IMr?

NOPF ( I su:-) =0

RETURN
2*1!)

1K ft * IARG
l ARE. J
supsnui!
r; rmn IP-nEI jLPlKP,
MOSfc Pi'ISTFR
THIS S/K kFTU-NS THE
DIMFNSIO’i L I JKK( 200
! HOI 0= I ARC
I ARO = LI'iM( t I A7G) „

01*5
01*6
01*7

Ul*8
01*0

IS

I ARC1

TO THE

FRF E LIST

LIFREE
INKRt= mnil))
= IF ft; F
IHUn

RETURN
0

0150
0151
0152

SUI'RfluT 1Sr
THIS S/R t.TSC^
ON Till ST/CK /.
ni-FNSirv; Li-i
IH0LC=IM
i*i=l i'ikri r:i
LIfiRRI IHUir ) =
I = I HOLD
RETURN
F NO

0153
015*
0155
0155
0157
015R

0159

0160
0161
0162

'In.'/nOIT FROM THE
PI.. INTER

IS

INPUT QUEUE

M’

A + ft •
A P ♦
C * 2

.

C 2 *
A *
A

I ft 3
“

>

•

ft 3 - *

G B ->

A ♦ ft » C l

(

D / r

I

/ 1

•

GA-'S,CO,./T*F/*3 * —i

( x

3X1

4-) * A X ?

-

♦

A ♦ ft * C

1

)

A

/ X

f.

/ -

t / » F *

•• -

2

.

1 r* ♦ *■

)

/

1

H

* K

I

}

ABC**F3*I>F«HK»/-/

l .
■Rig. 5: A program in Fortran for list-processing (continued
from previous page).

This program with sample input and output (culled
from various sources in the literature) is listed in Fig.
5. For convenience input string symbols were limited
to available single characters. The Fortran ** (or Algol
T) is denoted by & and the unary negation operator
by —i . To delimit an input string . is used.
The character precedence table, entered as data, is
.=)( + — */&—.
01234 4556 7
The program does not check the string for correct
ness of format or syntax though it contains some
checks to arrest anomalous conditions. These were
limitations of choice, not necessity.
In only one respect is the program machine-depen
dent (in fact IBM3 60-dependent) and that is in its
use of the fact that eight-bit codes for letters and
numerals all commence with a 1 so that when entered
in A-format, left justified, they generate negative fixed
point numbers. As other characters generate positive
words this conveniently distinguishes operators from
operands. Such machine dependence is not uncommon
in character manipulation—in an earlier study it was
found necessary to act in a similar way when using
the BCL language with the list-processing features
added by Housden (1969b).
The property of negativeness was again used to dis
tinguish operands from sub-tree pointers (all of which
are positive) when ‘popped-up’ on the operand stack
where either might have been placed.
As mentioned earlier, this program was written for
the Cantran ‘student’ compiler. A minor but inessential
limitation of Cantran is the lack of a COMMON state
ment so that rather a lot of arguments have to be
passed to subroutines.
The output displays alternately the input string in
infix notation and the corresponding expression in
reverse Polish form.

Book Review
Claude McMillan, Jr.: Mathematical Programming. An Intro
duction to the Design and Application of Optimal Decision
Machines. John Wiley & Sons Australasia Pty. Ltd., pp.
xi + 496, price $12.55.
After an introductory chapter on the simplex method, most
of this book is concerned with non-linear programming prob
lems. Topics covered include classical optimization via calcu
lus, simplex based methods, geometric programming, dynamic
programming, branch and bound methods, integer linear and
zero-one programming, heuristic programming. It is good to
see geometric programming and branch and bound methods
treated as -powerful techniques in their own right. On the
other hand it is a pity that some material on search methods
for functions that are difficult to differentiate was not included.
A potentially useful feature of the book is the inclusion in
the appendices of a number of FORTRAN programs of some
of the algorithms discussed. However, it is important that
such programs should be error-free and even a cursory
examination shows that this is not so. Clearly in the program
of the simplex methods “I’s” and “ones” and “O’s” and
“zero’s” are confused, e.g. statement 300 FORMAT (8X,
12110).

It is stated in the preface that this book is “intended to be
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 3, No. 3, August, 1971

an introduction for the non-mathematician to the growing
body of knowledge known as mathematical programming”.
As a result the book assumes virtually no knowledge of mathe
matics. For instance, sections are devoted to explaining how to
solve two simultaneous linear equations in two unknowns and
to the definition of derivative. Nevertheless, thirty-three pages
after the definition of derivative the Kuhn-Tucker conditions
for optimizing a non-linear function subject to inequalities
are discussed!
Almost all the “decision machines” are introduced and
explained by means of example. There are very few algebraic
derivations or proofs. This approach works well in some
areas. For instance, the Kuhn-Tucker conditions and the
central ideas of dynamic programming are explained simply
and well. In other areas it is not so good. For instance, in
the chapter on integer linear programming, the reader who
does not know how Gomory cutting planes are applied will
find the example difficult to follow. Thus the reviewer feels
that, while the wealth of examples is good, more theory should
have been included.
On the whole the book is easy to read and provides a wellbalanced approach to most of the techniques currently avail
able for non-linear optimization.
P. F. PRESTON.
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Adaptive Gaussian Integration
By I. G. Robinson

An efficient method of using Gaussian quadrature formulae in an adaptive integration
scheme is developed. It is shown that this method is extremely efficient and reliable
and compares very favourably with other adaptive routines.

1. Introduction
Adaptive methods of approximating the integral
I(f;a,b) = Jaf(x)dx
have been shown to be very effective in cases where
the integrand f(x) contains some form of integrable
singularity on or near the interval [a,b] (see e.g.
McKeeman (1962, 1963), O’Hara and Smith (1969),
Hillstrom (19J0)). A formal account of the basic
adaptive procedure (using Simpson’s rule) is given by
Lyness (1969).
For the very good reason that no function evalua
tions are wasted each time a subinterval is bisected (or
disected by equal sub-divisions), these methods have
so far only been developed around quadrature formu
lae using equi-distant nodes. Nevertheless, an adaptive
procedure based on Gaussian quadrature formulae has
much to commend it, because of the optimal accuracy
of a Gaussian formula for any given number of nodal
points. The objection so far raised to their use has
been that each sub-division would require completely
fresh function evaluations and so reduce efficiency by
comparison with Newton-Cotes methods. However, in
this paper it is shown that by employing a new method
of sub-division, the Gaussian formulae can be used
successfully in an adaptive procedure without wastage
of points.
2. The Method
To demonstrate the basic procedure, let us consider
the 2-point Gauss-Legendre formula
I(f;—1,1) - f(- V3/3) + f(V3/3)
or, equivalently,
I(f;a,b) = ihtf[a + (3-V3)h/6] +
f[b - (3—V3)h/6]}(1)
where h = b — a,
and suppose that we wish to estimate I within a given
relative tolerance, e > 0.
As a first step, the 2-point formula is applied to the
whole interval [a,b], yielding the initial approximation
Io = i(b—a)jf(u0) + f(v0)K
where the values
u0 = a + (3— V 3)(b—a)/6
and
(2)
v0 = b — (3—V 3)(b—a)/6
are called respectively the “first” and “second” Gaus
sian nodes for the interval [a,b].*

We now subdivide [a,b] and form a new estimate
II = 111 “T Il2 + Il3
where
In = i(ax—a)-jf(ua) + f(vx) |I12 = i(bi—ai)-if(u2) + f(v2) h
Iis - Kb—bj)-jf(u3) + f(v3»
and all points u,, Vj, i = 1,2,3 are Gaussian nodes for
the immediate subinterval to which they belong (see
fig. 1). Thus, since the points of subdivision ax and bx are
chosen in such a way that v, = u0 and u3 = v0, the
calculation of Ix requires only 4, not 6, new function
evaluations.
If it occurs that
|ii — io|<<.j|iii| + II12I -j- |ii3|h
then Ix is accepted as the required estimate of I.
Otherwise the interval [a,ax] is similarly subdivided and
the above procedure repeated to estimate I(f;a,ai)
alone.
This process of subdividing the leftmost interval is
continued until an acceptable estimate is achieved for
some subinterval [a,aj].
Then the procedure is
repeated for the next subinterval to the right [aj,bj],
and so on, until the last subinterval, say [bk,b] is sub
divided. In this way the procedure “adapts” itself to
the behaviour of the integrand in such a way that
most function evaluations are clustered around the
integrand’s irregularities. In order to achieve an over
all relative tolerance e, it is of course necessary to
reduce the tolerance factor each time a new level of
subdivision is constructed (see Lyness (1969)). For
this purpose, it has been established empirically over
a large number of tests that reduction of e by the factor
1.4 at each level is amply sufficient (cf. McKeeman
(1963), who found that division by 1.7 was sufficient
when using his adaptive version of Simpson’s rule.
a

b
>1

uo

V0

n
O

Y
A

Y
A

0n

U1

vi

u3

v3

u2

v2

Figure 1: Subdivision for 2-point Gauss-Legendre formula.

* Department of Information Science, University of Melbourne. Manuscript received February, 1971.
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We may also note that the tolerance values used by
Lyness (1969), viz.
(m4 — l)e
Cr = ------------- ,

mr
where r is the level of recursion and m the number of
subintervals into which each interval is subdivided, is
not appropriate here because the subintervals are
unequal).
The actual determination of the points ax and bi
and of the new Gaussian nodes after the initial sub
division can be done quite simply by comparison with
the classical 2-point formula given by equation (1)
with [a,b] = [—1,1]. Thus, for example, it is obvious
that
u0 — a
-------- =(3+V3)/6.
ai — a
Expressing u0 in terms of the original terminals a,b,
by equation (2), we obtain
ai = a -{- (2—V3)(b—a)
and, by symmetry,
bi = b - (2—V3)(b—a).
Similarly, it can be shown that
u2 = iCa-fbi)
and
v2 = Kax-f b).
One can in fact derive many formulae relating the
various points to each other, but the following order
of evaluation has been found to afford satisfactory
economy in terms of the number of additions and
multiplications it requires:
(i)
c = a -f b
(ii)
ai = a -f- (2—V3)(b—a)
(iii)
bi = c — ax
Civ) d = ax — u0
(v)
Ul = a + d
(vi)
vx = u0
(vii) u2 = i(a+bj)
(viii) vo = c — u2
(ix)
u3 = v0
(x)
v3 = b — d.

3. Extension of the Method to 3-point Gaussian
Formulae
An extension of the above method to the use of
3-point Gauss-Legendre formulae is straightforward.
However, this time we have a choice of two methods
of subdivision, as depicted in figs. 2 and 3:

a

Again, all points u;, v5, wi; i = 1,2,3 are Gaussian
nodes for the immediate subinterval to which they
belong. In the first case, the “first” node (u0) for the
interval [a,b] becomes the “third” node (wj in the
interval [a^], whereas in the second case, u0 becomes
the “second” node (vx) in the interval [a,aj ].
The classical 3-point Gaussian formula
I(f;—1,1) = ]5f(—V15/5) + 8f(0) + 5f(\/15/5))/9
now leads directly to the following sets of equations
for the key points in the two cases:
1•
ai = a+ (4—yi5)(b—a)
Vi = i(a+ai)
u2 = 3u0—2vx.
All other points follow by symmetry.
Case 2:
ax = 2u0—a = a + (1—y 15/5)(b—a)
Wi = a + (b—a)/5
u2 = 2wi—u0.
Again, all other points follow by symmetry.

4. Numerical Examples
When choosing an integration method for general
use (in a library of subroutines, for instance), it is
most important that the routine be both reliable and
efficient. All three adaptive methods of using Gaus
sian formulae were found to be extremely reliable for
a wide range of integrands. However, the use of the
3-point formula (Case 2) was found to be consider
ably more efficient than the other two approaches (see
Table 1 for a typical example). Its superiority over
Case 1 is probably due to the fact that its subdivisional sequence diminishes in measure more slowly
near the irregularities of the integrand. It is obviously
better than the 2-point method because of the greater
accuracy achievable on each subinterval.
Henceforth, then, when referring to the adaptive
Gaussian method (AGM), we mean the 3-point
(Case 2) method.
Casaletto, Pickett and Rice (1969) found McKeeman
and Tesler’s SIMPSN routine to be very reliable, but
most inefficient, whereas Lyness’s SQUANK routine is
usually considerably more efficient, but sacrifices a
little reliability. The comparisons given in Table 2
clearly show that the Gaussian method is both very
reliable and very efficient.

b

u, v. w,
Figure 2: Subdivision for 3-point Gauss-Legendre formula
(Case 1)
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Figure 3:

Subdivison for 3-point Gauss-Legendre formula
(Case 2)
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The efficiency gap between the adaptive Gaussian
method and the other routines generally increases as
the complexity of the integrand increases.
The
examples given in Table 2 illustrate the powers of the
AGM best—it can be as much as eight times more
efficient than SQUANK and SIMPSN, and yet still
maintain greater reliability.
For integrands which are not quite as “nasty” as
these (four have a singularity on or near the interval
of integration and one is rapidly oscillating), the AGM
is usually only slightly more efficient than SQUANK;
however, the actual accuracy achieved generally
remains superior.
In Table 3, the reliability of the Gaussian method

is compared with that of methods which use higherorder Newton-Cotes formulae.
It is important to note that for the evaluation of
integrands whose singularity occurs at one of the
endpoints of the interval of integration (and this is
the case in many practical situations), the adaptive
Gaussian procedure has the decided advantage that
evaluation at this troublesome point is never necessary.
This is not so for the adaptive Newton-Cotes pro
cedures or O’Hara and Smith’s method, where either
a fictitious finite value must be given to the integrand
at the endpoint or approximations to the analytical
behaviour of the indefinite integral must be found
near the endpoint.

TABLE 1
Comparison of adaptive methods in the estimation of
I = JVVx log x dx = —0.4, e = 10-7.
Estimate of I

No. of function
evaluations

—0.444 444 44
—0.444 444 45
—0.444 444 45
—0.444 444 44
—0.444 444 44
Fails to converge

261
405
438
583
269

Method
3-point Gauss (Case 2)
3-point Gauss (Case l)
2-point Gauss
SIMPSM (McKeeman & Tesler (1963))
SQUANK (Lyness (1970))
CCR (O’Hara & Smith (1969))

TABLE 2: A table of comparisons for the GAUSS, SQUANK and SIMPSN routines for e = 107.
a

b

I = .fa1 f(x)dx
(10 figs.)

0

4

4.000000000

x-B

0.1

1.1

V|x|

—9

10,000

x coss20x

0

n

2.467401100

GAUSS
SQUANK
SIMPSN

Vx/(ex-4+l)

0

20

5.770726012

GAUSS
SQUANK
SIMPSN

f(x)
1/ Vx

2499.829247

206.0000000

GAUSS
SQUANK
SIMPSN
GAUSS
SQUANK
SIMPSN
GAUSS
SQUANK
SIMPSN

Number of function
evaluations required

Estimate of I
(10 figs.)

Relative
Error

4.000000003
3.999961594
3.999999898

7.1 (—10)
9.6(—6)
2.5(—8)

1017
3433
1411

1.4(—8)
l-5(—8)
1.8(—8)

243
1901
463

4.9(—8)
3.7(—6)
2.4(—8)

1539
10645
2323

2.467401280
2.467401281
2.467401281

7.3(—8)
7.3(—8)
7.3(—8)

1485
3021
3679

5.770726022
5.770726013
5.770726011

1.7(—9)
1.0(—10)
1.9(—10)

2499.829282
2499.829284
2499.829291
205.9999990
205.9992450
205.9999951

279
593
511

TABLE 3
Adaplive Gauss versus adaptive procedures using higher order Newton-Cotes formulae for
dx
I = JV —— = 2, e = UK

Vx
Method
Gauss
Simpson
5-point Newton-Cotes*
7-point Newton-Cotes*

Number of function
evaluations required
765
1073
513
433

Relative error achieved
8.1
1.3
9.2
7.4

(—9)
(—5)
(—6)
(—6)

* These results kindly supplied by Dr. K. C. Atkinson—private communication.
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Adaptive Gaussian Integration

5. Concluding Remark
A note of caution should be sounded about the
recursive methods for determining the points of sub
division used in the Gaussian procedure.
If the
number of levels is large, the system can become
unstable in that the accumulation of rounding error
in the successive determinations of the “ai’s” can lead
to gross inaccuracies. This problem can be overcome
to a large extent by direct calculation of ai using the
less efficient relation
ai(k> = a + rk(b-a), r = 1 - yi5/5
(3)
where ai<k> is the value of ai for the leftmost sub
interval after k sub-divisions. This relation can be
applied as long as successive intervals to be sub
divided are all “leftmost” subintervals. Of course, the
increased accuracy conferred by (3) is confined to
integrands whose singularity occurs at the lower limit
of integration, and will be neutral for those with a
singularity elsewhere in the interval.
Acknowledgment: The author wishes to express his
gratitude to Dr. B. W. Thompson for his helpful
suggestions on the writing of this paper.
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Proceedings of Second National Conference of the New
Zealand Computer Society, Dunedin, August 1970.
Volume 1, pp. x + 249; Volume 2, pp. viii + 218;
Volume 3, pp. viii -j- 198; Volume 4, pp. 108.
Review by P. R. Masters
These Proceedings are published in four volumes. The
first three were issued prior to the Conference and consist of
the technical papers which were presented. The fourth was
issued after the Conference and comprises the transcripts of
the papers delivered by the invited speakers. Discussion,
except that occurring after the invited papers, is not reported.
The Conference consisted of three parallel streams—
“Management”, “Education and Programming” and “Techni
cal and Scientific”-—and the first three volumes of the Pro
ceedings correspond to these groupings. Within each volume
the papers are in the sequence of their order of presentation
at the Conference but to facilitate reference an alphabetical
index of authors is provided. There are twelve papers in the
“Management” and “Education and Programming” streams
and eleven in the “Technical and Scientific” stream.
The majority of the papers are concerned with work
carried out in New Zealand. The Proceedings as a whole,
therefore, give a good picture of the current state of com
puter activity in New Zealand. Since at the present time there
are no more than approximately 150 computers installed in
New Zealand,,fhe overall impression is that the New Zealand
computer community is making good use of developments
overseas and is not being excessively hindered by the relatively
low level of local activity.
This review is primarily concerned with Volume 1, the
“Management” stream. As with all Conferences, the quality
of the contributed papers is variable, both in terms of the
technical sophistication of the subject matter and in terms of
the authors’ ability to communicate. However, this does not
prevent this volume from being a smorgasbord of ideas and
practices in which there is something for everybody interested
in the field of management and computers.
For the technically-minded, Cook’s “Design Aspects of the
Auckland Savings Bank Real Time System” (page 79) con
tains useful material on the application of queueing theory
to the calculation of the expected performance of a real-time
system. On the other hand, Scowlar’s “Computers, Account
ants ........ the Cross Roads” (page 141) is a little disappoint
ing in not providing more positive recommendations for over
coming the problem of poor communication between these
two groups of professionals. (It is also marred by inaccu
racies, or misprints—“Maunchly” for “Mauchly”, “anagrams”
for “acronyms”, and “1882” for Babbage’s proposal for his
analytical engine; unfortunately he died in 1871.)
Installation problems are highlighted by two papers—
Watson and Duncum’s “An evaluation of the methods used
to monitor the installation of NAC’s Reservation and Com
munications System” (page 51) and Lees’ “Installing a Tele
processing System in a Small Commercial Situation”. The
former project is remarkable for the success achieved in
keeping costs close to budget, although at the time of writing
the paper the full system was not yet operational. However,
as the authors noted, two items showed substantial variance
from budget—one as a result of the non-recognition in the
original study of the need for extra capacity in the stand-'by
power system to meet anticipated future growth and one as
a consequence of the effect of devaluation on computer
rental. The authors comment, “Most importantly we con
sider that a reasonable contingency over the whole project
should be provided for unforeseeable circumstances . . •”—
sound advice, indeed! Lees’ paper contains a most useful
check-list for those entering the tele-processing area.
Of the other eight papers in Volume 1, three are concerned
with the design and implementation of management informa
tion systems, one with the design of an on-line betting system,
one with systems evaluation, one with optical input methods
(this paper, Bell’s “Optical mark reading as data input” (page
167) contains useful cost comparisons with other input
methods but tends to gloss over the real difficulties of staff
training in many otherwise ideal optical input applications),
one with inventory control in the New Zealand Post Office
and one with the social implications of computer develop
ments. This latter paper, Medland’s “The Assault on Privacy”
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(page 113), provides an excellent summary of the problem
and suggests action which could be taken by the New Zealand
Computer Society within its own membership and also the
promotion and passage of a “Computer Bill of Rights”. To
your reviewer,' however, this has all the characteristics of
closing the stable door after the horse has gone. Is not public
education the most important factor in developing an informed
public attitude—as a consequence of which public pressure
will achieve the appropriate sanctions?
This review would not be complete without some comment
on the keynote address of the Conference, “Computers and
Computing in the ’70’s”, given by Dr. R. W. Hamming and
reproduced in Volume 4. In his address Dr. Hamming gave
predictions for the next ten years concerning hardware, soft
ware, applications, people and money. He concluded with the
sensible warning that all these predictions could be made
irrelevant by technical innovation. In the field of people Dr.
Hamming commented:
“In the beginning (of computer system development) a man
who can cope with a sea of detail and get every little bit cor
rect is the man you need, but by the end of the decade you
will need the man with the large mind, the man who is a
theoretical mathematician type, the man who can see the role
of the machine in the accounting application as a whole, or
the role of the whole of the computing project rather than
just each little detail .... There are few people who can do
both, but most of the people who are now in the field and
who you tend to hire because they are skilled in dealing
with small details, will be the very people you wish you had
not hired at the end of the time when the machines will be
taking care of the little details.”
This is indeed a sobering prediction for those who are gear
ing up to meet the expected demand of the next ten years for
conventional analysts and programmers.
Review by C. S. Wallace
The Proceedings are published in four volumes. The first
three were printed prior to the Conference and contain the
bulk of the contributed papers divided into three streams:
Management (Volume 1), Education and Programming
(Volume 2) and Technical and Scientific (Volume 3). Volume 4,
published after the Conference, comprises invited addresses
and discussion of these. This review is primarily concerned
with Volumes 2 and 3. The overall scheme of the Proceed
ings is very similar to that followed by the Proceedings of the
4th Australian Conference, save that there is no published
discussion of the contributed papers. I have earlier argued
(Wallace, 1970) that prior publication, while undoubtedly
convenient for the audience, makes the delay between per
formance and reporting of original work so long as to vitiate
the Conference as a medium for the communication of
current research and development. This argument is sup
ported by the general tone of these Proceedings. A very high
proportion of the contributed papers falls into the tutorial
and review categories. Of the 23 papers in Volumes 2 and 3,
only six report substantial original work, and of these six,
three are principally concerned with useful but quite straight
forward developments of application-oriented packages.
Mackenzie describes a graphic implementation of COBLOC,
a CSMP-like simulator of analog or hybrid networks. Coates
outlines a disc-based system for creation, storage, editing and
processing of many time-series data sets. The processing
makes use principally of existing programs such as the U.S.
Bureau of the Census X-ll Seasonal Adjustment program.
An unusual but apparently successful feature is the use of a
single hash-addressed random access file for the storage of all
data records of all series. Martin argues the merits of pre
processors for implementing problem-oriented languages, _ and
describes some coding techniques useful in a 360 environ
ment. Palmer’s paper on data presentation^ breaks newer
ground, and argues for the use (misuse?) of line printer and
graph plotter to give quasi-analog presentations of computed
values rather than computed numbers. Finn develops heuris
tics for the near-optimum scheduling of busses under realistic
and formidable constraints. Aldous’ preprocessor for Elliot
Algol allows the definition of non-standard data types such
as complex numbers and matrices, and permits their use in
infix expressions rather than merely as procedure parameters.
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This is essentially the entire novel content of the Proceed
ings. It would clearly be unjust to treat the Proceedings as a
summary of current innovative work in New Zealand, and
the publication is better considered as a report on current
positions and directions of development.
Many of the papers are tutorial, and it is depressing to find
that their authors have for the most part aimed low. Schmidt
on time sharing (by which he means interactive time sharing
via terminals), Hunt on analog versus digital simulation of
continuous systems and Tillick on disc file management, say
nothing which could not have been gathered from cursory
reading of the technical journals, and little not to be found
in texts, while Bieleski, in a paper entitled “The Future of
Computer Languages”, gives thumbnail sketches of the princi
pal languages resulting in no useful predictions. McRae’s
“Survey of Computer Optimization Techniques” briefly sum
marises several methods for constrained and unconstrained
optimization, blit curiously omits recent developments in
variable-metric algorithms. A package program containing
no fewer than eleven optimization routines with a driver and
I/O has been developed but no useful details are given on
how appropriate routines are automatically selected. Some
papers, such as Sinclair and Slocombe on the use of applica
tion packages, and Hunter on decision tables in programming
and documentation, contain a lot of good sense distilled from
experience, and are well worth reading, but in general the
tutorial and survey papers seem to assume a rather inexperi
enced audience. If their authors’ aim was true, some of the
more ambitious papers cannot have been widely understood.
A group of five papers in Volume 2 is concerned with
computer education. Ryan describes an arrangement whereby
industrial computer users can give a computing service to
secondary schools. The scheme has been tried by BALM
(N.Z.) with three secondary schools, and its apparent success
suggests the idea could profitably be pursued in Australia.
Two papers, by Tate and Moon, give rather conflicting but
well-argued views on the desirable content and level of
university computer courses. Both are worth the attention of
anyone interested in computer courses or in employing their
products. Tate’s criticism of the “ACM 68” curriculum for
New Zealand use is certainly applicable to Australia, and his
proposed additional “Information System Design” course
would be supported by many Australian educators and
employers.
The invited papers of Volume 4 include a keynote speech
by Hamming, who, as always, is a delight to read, and a per
ceptive discussion of computers in government by Lythgoe.
The invited papers are of high quality, and take excellent
advantage of the opportunity for a discursive and sometimes
speculative approach for which there is rarely space in a
technical paper. An interesting addendum to Volume 4 is a
report on data transmission error rates on the New Zealand
switched network, supplied by Mr. E. G. Harris.
The overall value of the Proceedings to someone who did
not attend the Conference is difficult to summarise. The bulk
of the tutorial and survey papers will hold little interest for
most Australian professionals, which must be expected when
it is remembered that they were probably written in 1969.
Some half-dozen papers have a lasting technical interest, and
a few more report useful experience in fields which would
be novel to most readers. To apply a brutally unfair criterion,
I doubt if half of the papers would today be accepted for
publication in, say, this journal. To say this is not to criticise
the papers, which were written two years ago for an audience
in another country, and which together form an excellent sur
vey of the state of the art and its lines of development as
they then existed in New Zealand. However, it does reflect
the interest, other than historical, which the Proceedings are
likely to have for the readers of this journal.
REFERENCE
C. S. (1970): Review of Proc., 4th Aust. Comp.
Conf., Austral. Comput. J., Vol. 2, pp. 143-144.
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T. E. Hull and D. D. F. Day: Computers & Problem Solving,
pp. xii + 276. Price SUS5.95. Addison-Wesley (Canada)
Ltd. 1970.
The book is divided into two parts. Part One is an attempt
to introduce students to the Fortran language in particular and
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 3, No. 3, August, 1971

computer programming in general. Part Two introduces some
selected topics from Computer Science and applications pro
gramming.
Part One is not a good introduction to Fortran. The ex
amples and problems for students have been carefully selected
to maintain the interest of mathematically oriented students,
although many of the problems would probably be a little too
ambitious for anyone without some background in program
ming. Computers and Problem Solving does not have a good
treatment of the fundamentals of the Fortran language and
students may well do better to turn to another book for this
section of a course. The subject of algorithms is treated very
well, but input/output statements are left until Chapter 6 and
students have to deal with an imaginary computer until then.
The section on Subroutines shows an example of a subroutine
that may change its parameters, it then goes on to illustrate use
of the subroutine with constants as the actual parameters. Such
faults are, fortunately, rare.
Part Two may be of much more use to teachers and students
in Australian institutions. The topics covered are:
Numerical Calculations (including an excellent section on
linear equations).
Statistics.
Simulation.
Data Processing Topics.
Non-numerical Calculations.
Applications in Computer Science (including interpreters,
assemblers and compilers).
This is a comprehensive range of topics designed to interest
beginners in Computing Science and Programming.
The
Appendices should be particularly useful in leading interested
students to further reference material on these topics.
The answers to selected exercises are particularly good—
often pointing students to an extension of the problem. In fact,
some of the answers are questions.
Much is made, throughout the book, of the (hypothetical)
SIMON machine and interpreters for this machine are avail
able. The use of such a machine could be quite valuable in an
assembly-language oriented course. Heavy use is made of the
machine in the sections on assemblers and interpreters.
Computers and Problem Solving is a very good basic in
troduction to Computer Science and Applications Program
ming, but is not an adequate introduction to the Fortran
language.
R. J. HURLE.
S, Kaneff (Editor), Picture Language Machines. Academic
Press, London and New York, 1970, pp. xiv + 425,
$14.30.
This book contains the proceedings of a conference held in
Canberra in February 1969. The conference was sponsored
jointly by the Division of Computing Research, C.S.I.R.O.,*
and the Research School of Physical Sciences, A.N.U.f The
book contains the fifteen papers presented at the conference,
the discussions which followed them, and a foreword by one
of the main contributors, Dr. Clowes.
The phrase “Picture Language Machines” is an unfamiliar
one. But if it suggests that the book has something to do
with pictures, languages and machines, then it will have served
a useful purpose. The basic theme is this: how may pictures
and/or languages be used more effectively in man-machine
communication? The pictures in question range from simple
characters, through polygons and cattlebrands, to flowcharts,
maps and chess positions. The languages arise in two senses:
firstly the natural languages (chiefly English) and secondly
picture languges—i.e., formal languages for describing pic
tures. And the machines? Well, they consist of all manner
of fancy input/output devices, coupled to that jack-of-alltrades, the digital computer.
Of the fifteen papers, six are by the overseas guests,
Narasimhan, Bobrow and Jacks. These speakers, introduced
at the conference as “the three wise men”, each contribute one
review paper and one more specialized paper on their own
research. A further six papers are by members of the
C.S.I.R.O. group and its associates—Clowes, Langridge,
* Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation,
t Australian National University, Canberra.
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Zatorski, Stanton and Barter. These papers are strongly inter
related, sharing a common viewpoint and philosophy. Finally,
there are three papers by members of the A.N.U. group—
Kaneff, Macleod and O’Callaghan.
In his foreword, Dr. Clowes discusses the papers under four
main headings: pictures, question-answering, graphics, and
natural languages. One way to approach the book is there
fore to select one of these topics, to read the corresponding
review paper at the start, and then to read the related papers
as mentioned in the foreword. However, in doing so the
reader is liable to miss the strong interconnection of ideas
that link these four subjects together. Indeed, one of the best
features of the book is its recognition that picture interpreta
tion and natural language interpretation share the same basic
problems. It is in its attack on these problems that the major
value of the book will probably be found.
So as an alternative approach it is suggested that the reader
try the following sequence:
(i) Begin with the papers on Natural Language Interaction
Systems (Bobrow) and On-Line Character Recognition
(O’Callaghan). These give the flavour of the work that has
been done in the two fields of languages and pictures. It is
interesting to review them again later, in the light of subse
quent ideas.
(ii) Next, read the excellent introduction to Picture
Languages (Narasimhan) and the comments on Data Struc
ture and Question Answering (Barter). The former makes the
fundamental distinction between classifying a picture (e.g.,
as a particular letter of the alphabet) and interpreting a picture
—i.e., analysing it into its constituent parts and determining
the relationships between them, thus elucidating its structure.
These two papers are valuable preparation for what comes
next.
(iii) Now, take a deep breath and try the five papers on
Linguistic Descriptions (Clowes, Langridge and Zatorski),
Picture Syntax (Clowes), Plane Regions (Stanton), Inter
pretive Semantics (Zatorski) and Board Games (Clowes).
These form the main core of the C.S.I.R.O. contribution, but
are not recommended for bedside reading. Stanton’s is the
best one to start with, and has an interesting discussion fol
lowing it.
The two on linguistics form a critique of
Chomsky’s work, especially his book “Aspects of the Theory
of Syntax” (M.I.T., 1965). And the two by Clowes apply the
insights gained from this to the fields of character recognition
and game playing. These five papers are discussed in more
detail below.
(iv) Having been exposed to the ideas of picture grammars
and the attempt to capture concepts within a single formalized
system, it is healthy to be reminded that human beings pro
ceed as much by imitation of others as by following a set of
rules. The papers on Learning (Kaneff) and Natural Language
Behaviour (Narasimhan) are therefore appropriate at this
point.
(v) Finally, lest everything seem all too theoretical, the
remaining four papers discuss some of the principles and tech
niques for implementing systems in software. In particular,
the two contributions by Jacks, describing the use of com
puter graphics for engineering design, will widen the horizons
of most readers.
When asked if General Motors had
abandoned more conventional drafting techniques in favour
of the graphics console, he replied:
To give you information bearing on that, General
Motors has on one floor in one building, a thousand
people doing drafting, and on the floor above that, they
have a thousand people doing drafting, and a floor above
that they have another thousand—that is in Fisher Body
alone, which is responsible essentially only for the fire
wall back and the sheet metal, not the chassis, not the
wheels or anything else. So with one console, we have
hardly made a dent in the problem.
But, of course, the problem at General Motors, as else
where, is not so much lack of consoles (they could surely
afford more than one!) as lack of software to run them. And
this brings us back to the problem of man-machine communi
cation. It is easier to tell a draftsman what to do than to
tell a machine. Why? What are the basic problems? And
what contributions does this book make towards solving them?
To start with, let it be said that in the book there is strong
agreement on two points. Firstly, as mentioned in (ii) above,
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there is the importance of determining relevant structures,
whether of sentences, pictures, chess positions, or whatever.
And secondly, related to this, there is the vital role of lists,
rings, plexes, etc., for processing these structures in a com
puter. These points may have been apparent anyhow; but
the book certainly serves to underline them.
But granted this, the question remains: what are the relevant
structures? How can they be described? And how can they
be recovered from the data? It is to these questions that the
C.S.I.R.O. contributors address themselves.
Their answer
develops the following hypothesis. In a typical man-machine
communication, there are two domains. There is the problem
domain, in which the man and the machine share (hopefully)
in a common understanding of what they are talking about;
and there is the picture domain, in which' they represent,
verbally or visually, their communications. Between these two
domains there must be a mapping, i.e., a way of converting
information from one domain to the other.
One might illustrate the idea by considering the problem of
handling numbers. In the picture domain, numbers are in
decimal; within the computer, however, it may be more appro
priate to hold them in binary. The mapping between the
domains is the familiar one of binary-decimal conversion.
However, the illustration breaks down because the binary
domain is not shared by the human user. For effective com
munication, the man and the machine must share the same
world view.
A better example is the one discussed by Clowes in his
paper on Picture Syntax. In the picture domain a letter A
consists of a sequence of short line segments as received, for
example, from a light-pen. But in the problem domain il
consists of three lines having a certain structure. A typical
property of the structure is that the two sloping lines should
“join” at the top. But it is left to the mapping routine to
determine the details of the “join”, whether it is in a sharp
angle, or in a curved arc, or by the two end-points of the
lines being sufficiently close together. Thus the problem
domain attempts to characterize our broad understanding of
the shape of the letter A, but without being too specific over
details.
Further examples of the thesis are given in other papers.
Thus in the plane regions program, the picture domain sees
a map as a series of lines (the “road map” view), because this
is how the map is drawn; but the problem domain sees it as
a series of regions enclosed by the lines, because this is what
the program is concerned with. An interesting description is
given of the mapping between these two domains. In the
paper on board games, the picture domain sees a chess posi
tion (say) as an array of 64 squares; but the problem domain
recovers the threats, forks, pins, etc., which—for the player—
are an integral part of the structure.
This concept of the two domains and the mapping between
them evolved from a study of Chomsky’s work on linguistics,
referred to above. At first sight there is an immediate parallel
between the following: problem domains and his deep struc
ture, picture domains and his surface structure, mappings and
his transformations. But, as the two linguistic papers are at
pains to point out, the domains idea goes much further, chiefly
in the richness of its mechanism for describing the structures.
Chomsky’s phrase structure rules are discarded in favour of a
more powerful system, outlined below. In terms of com
puting structures, trees are discarded in favour of rings.
It was mentioned above that the need for ring structures in
computer graphics had been known previously. They had
been pioneered by Sutherland six years earlier in his work
on Sketchpad, and had been used by many other groups since.
But, as the authors point out, the use of the rings was
normally concealed in the coding of the programs. In order
to make the structures more explicit, the authors therefore
introduce a special notation to describe them. This notation
is an example of a “picture language”.
Basically, they say, the ring structures represent objects
(such as points), attributes of objects (such as position), and
relationships between them (such as being joined by a line).
Their notation therefore seeks to describe a situation in these
terms. For example, a triangle is defined as follows (p. 110):
TRIANGLE <PT, PT, PT> [line <1, 2>, line <2, 3>,
1
2
3
line <3, 1>, noncollinear <1, 2, 3>]
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This states that the object TRIANGLE consists of three
POINTS (also objects) satisfying the four given relationships.
A relationship may be defined in terms of attributes: for
example
above <PT, PT> C position<l> [x, y],

1

2

position <2> [w, z], greater than <y, z>
defines the relationship above between two points in terms of
their position attributes (i.e., their co-ordinates).
It is implied (p. 110) that the notation is derived from the
work of Evans (who, incidentally, is credited on p. 214 with
making his discoveries in 18681). But it appears, from the
reference given, that the notation, as opposed to the ideas
behind it. is not his at all. The use of the subscripts seems to
be derived from Chomsky, the use of the various brackets
and type fonts from nowhere obvious, and the symbols such as
C, 0 and c from out of the blue. Worse still, the examples
are given with little or no definition of the symbols, let alone
of the syntax (if any) that controls their use. In contrast, as
page 10 shows, Evans expressed his ideas in the LISP
language, which—if somewhat clumsy— is at least welldefined. What is badly needed is a revised language which
will combine a reasonably familiar notation with the rigour
of the LISP system.
Unfortunately the members of the C.S.I.R.O. group
dispersed a few weeks after the conference and the develop
ment of their work appears to have lapsed. So it remains to
be seen whether or not the domains-mapping hypothesis is the
hoped-for “paradigm”—the concept from which a unified,
systematic, productive study of the field may be developed.
At the very least it is a useful insight and one which any
worker in the field should study. It could prove relevant to
other aspects of computing as well.
For this reason, and for the wealth of other material that
it contains, the book can certainly be recommended. The only
causes for regret are that it took two years to appear—for
which neither the editor nor the publishers are to blame; and
that the Australian price carries the traditional, but excessive,
50% mark-up on the English one. It is to be hoped that
fundamental research on man-machine communication will
long continue in Australia, and that further conferences of
this kind will be held from time to time.
J. B. HEXT.
Infotech State of the Art Report—The Fourth Generation
Infotech Limited, Maidenhead, Berkshire, England; pp. vi
+ 501. Price, £40 sterling.
The next computer generation is likely to be spawned in
an entirely different way from the generations we have experi
enced. Investment in the international computer industry has
reached the point where another revolutionary “generation” is
no longer feasible. Of course, new machinery and new tech
niques will be introduced, but their appearance will most
likely occur in well-planned incremental “mini-generations”.
I. M. Barron, managing director, Computer Technology
Limited, suggests that costs, especially in necessary software
systems, are far too great for any manufacturer, including
TBM, to plump for radically new computers. For example,
R. _ W. Berner, director of programming. General Electric,
Arizona, estimates the cost of System/360 software alone at
$160 million or approximately $53 per instruction. One
believes that costs of this magnitude are unlikely to be again
incurred immediately. Instead, the development patterns may
be simply mutations of third-generation systems.
Unlike previous generations, the fourth generation will
probably see hardware manufacturers in less-dominant roles.
Until recently, the machine manufacturers served as their own
catalysts for continued computer development. It appears
certain that users will be taking a more active role—if for no
other reason than protecting their investments.
According to K. Kolence, president of Bode and Babbage,
Inc., measurement of existing computer systems proves con
clusively that performance of these software products may
be increased as much as 90%. In the fourth generation, the
user will therefore demand proven systems which have demon
strated measurable results. G. E. Hall of IBM agrees that
“someone, somewhere” has to certify that architecture and
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equipment of the total system are co-ordinated, manageable,
and viable.
Bemer argues that management problems have been solved
in other fields where large projects have been successfully
administered, yet computer systems suffer too frequently from
inadequate or ineffective management techniques. Software
is invisible, intangible, and extremely difficult to prove cor
rect. Bemer believes that in data processing, we are too
obsessed with “re-invention of systems” to remember that
management science exists. During the fourth generation,
software systems will certainly receive more management
control.
“The Fourth Generation” is the first in a monthly state-ofthe-art series to be published on issues facing the computer
industry. The editors, Infotech Limited, Berkshire, England,
have condensed and combined selected works from computer
professionals working in European, U.K., and U.S. installa
tions. Each report has been carefully researched, indexed
and analyzed to provide a primary reference for data pro
cessing decision-makers. Planned for 1971 are eleven volumes
covering topics including real-time, giant computers, high
level languages, and software engineering. Priced at £40
(SU.S.95) per volume, the series represents vital but expensive
reading for most local readers.
WENDELL COCKRELL.
Richard N. Schmidt and William E. Meyers: Introduction to
Computer Science and Data Processing (2nd Edition).
Published by Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.; pp. xiv +
418. Price, $11.55.
The title of the book is somewhat misleading since the sub
ject matter is about computing rather than about computers.
As a text book it has one or two characteristics which may
detract from its value in Australia; and indeed may put off
the reader who glances through the book for the first time.
The first chapter is one on “Careers in Computer Science
and Data Processing”, and necessarily applies to careers in
the industry in the U.S.A. If the chapter is treated as a com
mentary on the employment prospects in the U.S.A. it may
well hold some interest. If it is treated as a guide to career
prospects in Australia it could be misleading. Whether, no
matter how well written and authoritative such a chapter may
be, it should have a place in a text book on computing and
data-processing, is open to doubt.
This first chapter is followed by one on the “high-lights in
computational history”. And included are some comments on
the Abacus which includes the sentence . . . “In America the
Abacus is sold as a toy for children but in many_ oriental
countries it is used as the basic computational device”; the
authors are apparently unaware of the widespread use of the
Abacus in the U.S.S.R. as a counting aid. There are equally
brief comments on various early stored program machines.
There follows two chapters on numbers and number systems.
It seems, to your unfortunate reviewer, that this material was
not treated in the classical way, i.e. as scales of notation.
The algebra is not difficult and all the rules for conversion
from one radix to another, etc., can be derived quickly and
easily. It is equally easy to establish the rule for addition by
means of complements. As it is, this rule is given in a later
chapter of the book but without any real _ justification.
However, these chapters, within the limits mentioned above,
are clearly written and illustrated with plenty of examples.
There is an equally superficial chapter on Boolean Algebra
which includes the usual facile switch from sets to truth
functions.
It would be regretted if your reviewer’s comments so far
were to be taken as indicative of the whole of the book. Its
strength lies in other areas and, although the chapters are not
consecutive, they will be mentioned as if they were—indeed
careful selection of reading could make them so. There is a
chapter on Data, and three on Flow-Charting: these are very
well done indeed and alone make the book worth the atten
tion of students. There are chapters on the Stored Program
Computer and on Computer Programming; these two chapters
relate the concepts introduced in the chapter on Data to the
problem concepts introduced in the chapters on FlowCharting. It must be clear from what has just been said that
13?
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the chapter on Computer Programming deals with the broad
underlying concepts of processing a program (including some
brief but useful comments on operating systems and tele
processing), rather than the details of any particular pro
gramming language and its implementation on a particular
machine.
However, programming in a particular language has not
been neglected, and the authors approach this area in a rather
unusual way. They deal in one chapter with the broad out
lines of FORTRAN and include some sensible remarks
concerning its implementation
This chapter is then followed by one on what is called
“mini-case histories”, i.e. examples of the various ways in
which problems can be solved by computer—including as part
of the solution, the necessary flow-charts, to illustrate the
underlying logic. To round-off their treatment of program
ming the authors take a problem already treated: to read in
three values and print out the highest (not excluding the case

where two or more may be the same); and illustrate the dif
ferences of various languages such as COBOL, BASIC,
ALGOL (ten in all) by re-writing the program within those
languages. Obviously, no one will become an expert _ pro
grammer simply by reading this chapter but for the beginner
there are advantages in knowing roughly what commonly used
languages there are and how they vary, before going on to
the detailed study of a particular one.
Finally, in the book there is a useful introduction to some
of the concepts of Systems Analysis. These are related to
the concepts introduced earlier under data-processing.
The book should prove useful to the student commencing
a study of computing, and ought to find a place on the shelves
of libraries in schools and technical colleges. The treatment
of the data-processing subjects is particularly well done for
an introduction, and it would be a pity if the potential reader
were put off the book by the less felicitous chapters.
S. SUMMERSBEE.

Branch Notes
NSW BRANCH
Meetings
In April Dr. Peter Jones, of CDC, discussed new
methods of data processing. He described experiments
being conducted at the CDC Advance Design Labora
tory where engineering models are used to investigate
new hardware and software approaches to the super
computers of tomorrow.
Professor D. J. Whalan, of the University of
Queensland, spoke to the branch on the subject “The
Law and Computers” in May.
The first dinner meeting of the branch was held in
June, when the ACS lecturer for 1971, Mr. I. D.
Wadham of Intech, reviewed mini-computers in Aus
tralia. Almost 300 members and their friends attended
this meeting at a licensed club in North Sydney, by
contrast to the usual attendance of under 100 for
meetings in non-licensed premises. The experiment
was obviously a great success and will be repeated in
August.
The July meeting featured Mr. G. E. Hart, of CSR,
who outlined a number of computer applications in
capital investment decisions.
Overseas Visitors
The first official overseas visitor brought to N.S.W.
by the ACS addressed two meetings in June. He was
Professor M. V. Wilkes, of Cambridge University, who
spoke on “Twenty Years of Computer Progress” at a
public lecture and later conducted a one-day seminar
describing the management of a multiple-access com
puter centre.
Special Interest Groups
Under the active leadership of Dr. Cyril Brookes, a
number of special interest groups is being formed.
The management information systems group has been
134

in operation for some time and will present a report
to members of the Society later in the year. Other
groups in the gestation period will discuss file organisa
tion techniques for business systems design; project
control techniques for systems design and program
ming projects; comparison of data entry techniques.
These groups are also expected to report their find
ings to the rest of the Society.
Terrigal ’71
A committee has been formed to plan the next
Annual Conference, to be held at Terrigal in October
1971. Hardware and software will receive scant men
tion this year, for the theme is liveware: the type of
computer personnel required in the future, their
appraisal, training and re-training, management needs,
educating the general public, tertiary computer educa
tion—anything to do with the selection and education
of people in the computer environment. It is also
planned to reduce considerably the number of formal
lectures and to organise more audience-participation,
including panels and debates.
Other Topics
The N.S.W. Executive Committee is taking action
in a number of areas following suggestions put for
ward in the pages of the branch Newsletter. These
include:
• A sub-committee is currently investigating the
possibility of forming a licensed club.
• A panel of members is drawing up a programme
of professional development seminars.
• Some regional centres outside Sydney have felt
neglected. Due to the initiative of some members,
a “sub-branch” has been formed in Newcastle, with
the purpose of holding regular meetings, in that city.
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AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER SOCIETY INCORPORATED
THE COUNCIL
REPORT OF THE AUDITORS
In our opinion, the accounts set out on pages 136 to 142 give a true and fair view of the affairs of The
Council of Australian Computer Society Incorporated at 31st December, 1970, and of its results for the year ended
on that date.

April 8, 1971
Brisbane.
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COOPER BROTHERS & CO.,
Chartered Accountants.
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AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER SOCIETY INCORPORATED
THE COUNCIL
BALANCE SHEET — 31st DECEMBER, 1970
1969
$

$

$

$

FUNDS AVAILABLE TO THE COUNCIL
ACCUMULATED FUNDS
Balance at 1st January, 1970
Less Transfer to ANCCAC Award fund .

12.080.10
5,000.00

Add Surplus transferred from Appropriations Account

7,080.10
17,404.07
24,484.17

12,080
ANCCAC AWARD FUND .....
Add Income from investments
Less 1970 award ....................

5,000.00
359.00
250.00

109.00
5,109.00

12,080

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Sundry creditors and accruals
Deferred income (1971 advertising)

1,385.08
110.00

TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE

31,088.25

These funds comprise:—
FIXED ASSETS
Furniture and office equipment (at cost)
Less Provision for depreciation ............

958.46
317.41

502
641.05
10,000

INVESTMENTS — at cost
Commonwealth Inscribed Stock (par)
Local Government Inscribed Stock (par)
Building Society Shares (at call) ..........

10,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
20,000.00

10,000
CURRENT ASSETS
Stocks of publications (at cost)
Less Provision for non sale ....

344
1,234

Sundry Debtors .......................
Prepayments .............................
Cash at Bank ............................
Cash held as advances ..........
Cash in transit .........................

1,147.41
1,075.24

72.17
356.45
161.73

7,792.31
1.767.34
297.20

9,856.85

1,578
1,578

10,447.20

$12 080

$31,088.25

R. W. RUTLEDGE,
President.
m

KEITH G. ERNST.
Honorary Treasurer.
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AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER SOCIETY INCORPORATED
THE COUNCIL
APPROPRIATIONS ACCOUNT
FOR YEAR ENDED 31st DECEMBER, 1970
$

$

SURPLUSES TRANSFERRED
Australian Computer Journal ................................................................
Computer Courses booklet .....................................................................

2,691.47
69.27

2,760.74

DEFICIENCIES TRANSFERRED
Income and expenditure account ..........................................................
Proceedings 1969 Secondary Schools Seminar ..................................
Sundry Publications ................................................................................

2,415.02
635.64
10.97

3,061.63

NET OPERATING DEFICIT FOR YEAR .................................
TRANSFER OF FUNDS FROM 1969 COMPUTER CONFERENCE
Refund of advances ................................................................................
Royalties from sale of proceedings ........................................................
Conference surplus .................................................................................

$300.89

1,900.00
391.12
18,011.30

TOTAL TRANSFER FROM CONFERENCE .............................

20,302.42
$20,001.53

Deduct
EXPENSES (less INCOME) PAID RELATING TO 1969
Expenses .....................................................................................................
Less Interest received from investments ...............................................

2,707.06
109.60
2,597.46

NET AMOUNT TRANSFERRED TO ACCUMULATED FUNDS
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$ 17,404.07
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AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER SOCIETY INCORPORATED
THE COUNCIL
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT
FOR YEAR ENDED 31st DECEMBER, 1970
$

$

GENERAL INCOME
Capitation Fees ..........................................................................................
Less Transferred to Aust. Computer Journal .....................................

$

14,990.00
7,495.00
7,495.00
309.63

Interest
Banking Account ...............................................................................
Investments .............................................................................................

25.43
284.20
309.63

TOTAL GENERAL INCOME ..................................................
EXPENDITURE "
Secretariat
Salaries and allowances ...........................................................................
Rent, power and heating .........................................................................
Stationery and printing .............................................................................
Postages and telephone ..........................................................................
Stamp Duty ...............................................................................................
Bank charges .............................................................................................
Workers’ Compensation Insurance .......................................................
Maintenance office equipment and sundry ..........................................

$7,804.63

3,230.37
1,552.91
332.98
947.64
342.58
4.50
4.05
2.81
42.90
3,230.37

CrPfTPVfil
Subscriptions I.A.G./I.F.I.P............................
Meetings of Council ........................................
Printing—Careers Booklet ...........................
Printing—General Information Booklet .....
Printing—Constitution and By-Laws ..........
A.C.S. Lecturer—tour expenses ..................
Overseas visitors program ...........................
Ballot on Constitution Amendments ..........
Public risk insurances all branches ..............
Audit Fee 1969 ...............................................
Expenses qualifications survey .......................
Promotional expenses .......................................
Depreciation office furniture and equipment

6,989.28
314.34
2,725.97
281.06
143.75
1,038.44
553.60
1,018.51
438.96
46.77
30.00
7.91
197.97
192.00
6,495.10

TOTAL EXPENDITURE ..............................................................
EXCESS OF EXPENDITURE OVER INCOME
TRANSFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS ACCOUNT
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10,219.65

10,210.65
$2,415.02
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AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER SOCIETY INCORPORATED
THE COUNCIL
OPERATING STATEMENT — AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31st DECEMBER, 1970

INCOME
Subscriptions from members (being part of capitation fee) ............
Sales .................................................
...................................................

7,495.00
1,202.28

TOTAL INCOME ...............................................................................

$8,697.28

EXPENDITURE
Publication
Editorial expenses ...........
Printing and distribution

5,602.12
389.29
5,212.83
5,602.12

Management
Postages ..................................
Promotional expenses ...........
Freight ....................................
Stationery and office supplies
Bank charges ........................

403.69
277.37
90.17
6.15
28.31
1.69
403.69

TOTAL EXPENDITURE ..................................................................

.

6,005.81

NET SURPLUS TRANSFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS
ACCOUNT........................................................................................

6,005.81
$2,691.47
.....................

OPERATING STATEMENT — COMPUTER COURSES BOOKLET
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31st DECEMBER, 1970
$

$

INCOME
Sales—1969 edition ..................................................................................
Sales—1970 edition (1,041 copies) .......................................................
Receipts from sale of advertising space ...............................................

37.55
327.75
332.00

TOTAL INCOME ...............................................................................

$697.30

EXPENDITURE
Printing (2.500 copies) .........................................................................
Less Stock carried to 1971 (see note 1) ...............................................

684.25
41.05

Less Complimentary issues .....................................................................

643.20
61.04

Cost of booklets sold ............................
Postages .....................................................................................................

582.16
45.87

TOTAL EXPENDITURE ..................................................................

628.03

NET SURPLUS TRANSFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS
ACCOUNT.............................................................................................
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628.03
$69.27
.................
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AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER SOCIETY INCORPORATED
THE COUNCIL
OPERATING STATEMENT — PROCEEDINGS OF 1969 SECONDARY SCHOOL SEMINAR
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31st DECEMBER, 1970
$

INCOME
Sales (188 copies) ......................................................................................

$
783.52

EXPENDITURE
Printing (500 copies) ...............................................................................
Less Stock carried to 1971 (see note 2) ...............................................

1,556.00
31.12

Less Complimentary issues ...................................................................

1,524.88
136.93

Cost of proceedings sold ....................................................................
Postages .....................................................................................................

1,387.95
31.21

TOTAL EXPENDITURE ..................................................................

1,419.16

NET DEFICIENCY TRANSFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS
ACCOUNT ..........................................................................................

1,419.16
$635.64
.................

OPERATING STATEMENT — OTHER PUBLICATIONS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31st DECEMBER, 1970
INCOME
Sales—Working Document on Computer Courses .........................
Sales—Membership Survey .....................................................................
Sales—I.A.G. Publications .....................................................................

3.30
31.58
9.00

TOTAL INCOME .............................................................................

$43.88

EXPENDITURE
Purchase I.A.G. Publications (see note 3) ..........................................

54.85

NET DEFICIENCY TRANSFERRED TO APPROPRIATION
ACCOUNT........................................................................................

$10.97
.................

NOTES
Note 1: 2,500 copies of the 1970 edition of the booklet were printed. 1,264 copies have been sold or distributed, leaving a stock
holding of 1,236 copies with a cost value of $338.29. Future sales, based on experience with the sales in 1970 of the 1969
edition, will be of the order of 150 copies and the stocks have been financially reduced to the value of these estimated
sales.
Note 2: A similar situation to that above exists. 260 copies remain unsold and of these it is estimated that sales in 1971 will
account for 10 copies with a cost value of $31.12. The adjustment makes provision for this.
Note 3: Costs of the Survey and Working Document were absorbed in 1969. The I.A.C. Publications were ordered in 1969 and
most of the reimbursement from members received in that year. Payment for the purchase was made in 1970.
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VICT.
$

Canberra
$

N.S.W.
$

O’LD.
$

S.A.
$

4,198.00

14,993.00

5,151.00

2,745.50

12,706.00

1,504.00

—

—

—

—

—

—

209.93
0.55

726.46
1,197.78

40.76
15.00

50.33
1,040.50

361.40
2,183.65

TOTAL INCOME .... ..............

$4,408.48

16,917.24

5,206.76

3,836.33

EXPENDITURE
General Purposes .............................
Meetings and Functions ..................
Publications (Gross cost) ..................
Capitation Fees (Branches) ..............
Special Activities and Awards .......

125.34
585.28
1,054.00
1,794.00
—

7,395.00
1,683.35
1,765.19
5,488.00
300.00

570.26
658.58
910.72
1,570.00
■—

TOTAL EXPENDITURE .....
SURPLUS FOR YEAR

$3,558.62
849.86

16,631.54
285.70

$4,408.48

16,917.24

Item
INCOME
Gross Subscriptions
Capitation Fees (Council) ..............
Interest Received .............................
Other Income ....................................

R. W. RUTLEDGE,
President.

W.A.
$

Council
$

Total
$

51.48
—

14,990.00
668.63
23,029.40

41,297.50
14,990.00
2,108.99
27,466.88

15,251.05

1,555.48

38,688.03

85,863.37

140.59
891.00
418.82
1,372.00
521.38

3,209.53
3,374.71
3,303.91
4,060.00

441.67
159.00

10,219.65

706.00

—

—

—

2,956.46

22,102.04
7,351.92
15,560.49
14,990.00
3,777.84

3,709.56
1,497.20

3,343.79
492.54

13,948.15
1,302.90

1,306.67
248.81

21,283.96
17,404.07

63,782.29
22,081.08

5,206.76

3,836.33

15,251.05

1,555.48

38,688.03

85,863.37

-------- .

—

—

8,107.85

KEITH G. ERNST,
Honorary Treasurer.

REPORT OF THE AUDITORS
In our opinion, based on our examination and the reports of the auditors of the State Branches not audited by us, the consolidated accounts set out above give a
true and fair view of the affairs of the Australian Computer Society Incorporated at 31st December, 1970, and its results for the year ended on that date.
19th April, 1971
COOPER BROTHERS & CO.,
Brisbane.
Chartered Accountants.
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AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER SOCIETY INCORPORATED
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE FOR YEAR ENDED 31st DECEMBER, 1970

AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER SOCIETY INCORPORATED
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
AS AT 31st DECEMBER, 1970
S.A.
$

VICT.
$

37.00
—

—
1,000.00

916.23
7,000.00

■--700.00

641.05
20,000.00

1,772.39
42,295.36

1,226.68

2,992.38

787.46

1,113.81

431.77

9,856.85

16,879.39

7.91
—
—

376.35
242.43
—

6.90
—
—

941.88
—
■---

359.80
—
—

95.45
9.00
----

356.45
161.73
72.17

2,144.74
413.16
72.17

TOTAL ASSETS .........................

$5,075.82

11,021.46

3,036.28

2,729.34

9,389.84

1,236.22

31,088.25

63,577.21

less LIABILITIES
SUNDRY CREDITORS & AC
CRUALS (incl. inter-Branch balances) ................................................
SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID IN
ADVANCE ......................................

—

2,308.08

195.79

377.20

—

25.00

1,495.08

4,401.15

156.42

1,597.00

402.00

114.00

162.00

26.00

•—

2,457.42

$156.42

3,905.08

597.79

491.20

162.00

51.00

1,495.08

6,858.57

$4,919.40

7,116.38

2,438.49

2,238.14

9,227.84

1,185.22

29,593.17

56,718.64

represented by
ACCUMULATED FUNDS as at 1st
January, 1970 ..................................
add Surplus for year ....................

4,068.90
849.86

6,750.50
285.70

891.29
1,497.20

1,745.60
492.54

7,724.94
1,302.90

936.41
248.81

7,080.10
17,404.07

29,197.74
22,081.08

Balance at 31st December, 1970 ..
SPECIAL PURPOSE FUNDS .......

4,918.76
0.64

7,036.20
80.18

2,388.49
50.00

2,238.14
—

9,027.84
200.00

1,185.22
—

24,484.17
5,109.00

51,278.82
5,439.82

TOTAL—MEMBERS’ EQUITY

$4,919.40

7,116.38

2,438.49

2,238.14

9,227.84

1,185.22

29,593.17

56,718.64

Item
ASSETS
FIXED ASSETS (at cost less
depreciation)......................................
INVESTMENTS (at par) ................
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash at Bank and in hand ............
Sundry Debtors (inch inter-Branch
balances) ......................................
Prepaid Expenses .............................
Stocks of Publications .....................

N.S.W.
$

2.11
4,595.36

176.00
9,000.00

470.44

Q’LD.
$

W.A.
$

Council
$

Total
$
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SURPLUS—MEMBERS’
EQUITY

Canberra
$

Letters to the Editor
Dear Sir,
I would like to draw the attention of your readers
to the establishment of the Scientific and Technologi
cal Information Services Enquiry Committee (STISEC).
The Committee of Enquiry, with a wide-ranging
membership chosen from industry, universities and
colleges, C.S.I.R.O., government and libraries, was
recently announced by Sir Alan Hulme, Minister for
the Department of the Vice-President of the Executive
Council. The Scientific and Technological Informa
tion Services Enquiry Committee, under the sponsor
ship of the National Library, is supported by a work
ing Secretariat of four.
The Committee will examine the needs of individuals
and organisations for scientific and technical informa
tion with a view to bringing forward proposals which
will assist in the formulation of a national policy in
this important area. It will assess the adequacy and
availability of existing resources and the access to
them. It will also study the use of computer-based
information retrieval systems, drawing upon overseas
experience with such systems.
The Committee of Enquiry aims to complete a
major part of its work this year. Individuals or
organisations wishing to submit comment or to obtain
further information about the scope and objectives of
the Committee are invited to contact the Committee
Secretariat, c/- The National Library of Australia,
Canberra, A.C.T.
A. Ellis,
SECRETARY.

Dear Sir,
METRIC CONVERSION
As members will be aware, the Australian Govern
ment decided, early in 1970, to change over the system
of Weights and Measures from the traditional and
complicated Imperial System to the simple and inter
nationally accepted Systeme Internationale (S.I.) based
on the metric system.
In order to facilitate the change-over, the Govern
ment has established the Metric Conversion Board and
empowered it to set up Committees to report to the
Board on specific aspects of the conversion, and to
publicize the change-over.
The Board now has eleven Advisory Committees
dealing with the following aspects of the conversion:
Building and construction
Consumer goods and service industries
Education and industrial training
Engineering industry
Health and recreation
Industrial materials
Land, fuel, power and public services
Primary industry
Public Relations
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 3, No. 3, August, 1971

Science and technology
Transport and communications.
Conversion to the metric system may raise problems
in the processing of data in commercial situations.
These problems will, it is expected, be due to the
development of new product lines or the re-labelling
of old lines, as the new units are introduced to com
mercial practice. Two such problems, for example,
could be:
(1) the handling of historical files now stored on tapes
and disc packs; and
(2) the re-writing or modification of programs to pro
cess information about the extra product lines that
must be carried during a change-over period, to
produce documents, such as invoices, referring to
the various products and using appropriate units
(both S.I. and Imperial), and to convert the data
into some standard form for the production, for
example, of sales reports.
The purpose of this note is to alert data processing
managers, systems analysts, programmers and operat
ing managers to the need to consider the changes due
to metric conversion that may be required in the instal
lations in which they are employed, and to take appro
priate action within their organizations. It is suggested
that such action may be to ask the departments of the
organization which they serve to find out as soon as
possible, the changes that may be expected as a result
of metric conversion, so that any necessary re
programming may be planned, and any increased
demand for computer time properly scheduled.
Your co-operation in this matter is requested.
The attention of those members who work in the
technical service field—i.e., in organizations providing
consultant services connected with the use of com
puters for technical computing—is also drawn to the
problems that metric conversion may raise.
Comments on the kind of problems that are
encountered, and on difficulties experienced in getting
the kind of information needed to solve these problems
—i.e., information about decisions on the planning of
metric conversion and the setting up of new standards
—would be appreciated.
In summary, it is suggested that persons working
with computers should raise the question of metric
conversion and its effects on the need for the revision
of programs, within their organizations. The kind of
information that will be needed by computer people
will, of course, depend on the particular industry or
sector in which their organization is operating.
The Metric Conversion Board, or the appropriate
Advisory Committee, may be approached for advice
and information.
The address of the Metric Conversion Board is P.O.
Box 587, Crows Nest, N.S.W. 2065.
R. W. Rutledge.
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News Briefs from the Computer World
“News Briefs from the Computer World” is a regular feature which covers local
and overseas developments in the computer industry including new products,
interesting techniques, newsworthy projects and other topical events of interest.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SUGARCANE
INDUSTRY BY COMPUTERISATION
A computerised information storage and retrieval
system may have far reaching effects on the develop
ment of Australia’s sugarcane industry.
Colonial Sugar Refining Co. Ltd., in conjunction with
Compunet Ltd. has developed a system which was
initiated by the C.S.R. Research Laboratories at Rose
ville in Sydney and the Agricultural Experimental
Station at Lautoka, Fiji.
Initially the programme was developed to provide a
central memory bank for C.S.R. of disease reactions of
the various C.S.R. experimental and commercial canes
grown in Queensland, N.S.W. and Fiji. Flowever, its
scope was expanded when it was found possible to apply
it to other characteristics of sugar-cane.
It has been designed to handle detailed data on a
limitless number of sugarcane varieties and has the
facility to produce referenced reports on specified sugar
cane varieties, or specific varietal trials.
It can also produce a list of varieties which measure
up to a particular standard with regard to any number
of characteristics.
The system can produce within a matter of minutes
reports which were previously impossible to produce
with the laboratories’ existing staff.

BETTER MEASUREMENT RESOLUTION—
FASTER MEASURING SPEED
Multiplying a low frequency signal and applying the
multiplied frequency to a conventional counter im
proves measurement resolution, or for a given resolu
tion, gate time can be decreased by the multiplying
factor.

The Model 4022A Frequency Multiplier
144

A new, low-cost instrument, the Hewlett-Packard
Model 4022A Frequency Multiplier, multiplies input
signal frequencies by 10, 100 or 1000.
It works for CW or pulses at frequencies from 5Hz
to 100 kHz.
It gives high resolution in measuring low frequencies
without resorting to period measurement, which re
quires calculation of the reciprocal to obtain frequency.
With the Model 4022A, users with conventional coun
ters get the higher resolution of a reciprocal counter,
say the makers.
They add that fully automatic operation assures a
correct reading at all times. If the input signal is not
phase-locked to the internal oscillator, the front panel
lamp warns that the system is unlocked, and the counter
displays only zeros.
Incorrect readings are prevented if: (1) the system is
not phase locked, (2) there is no input signal, (3) the
sensitivity control is not set properly or the input signal
level is too low, or (4) the frequency of the input signal
is outside the band indicated by the multiplier switch
setting, or is outside the range of the instrument.

SMALL COMPUTER FOR SALES,
STOCK ANALYSIS
Hannams (Sales) Pty. Ltd., the Melbourne retail dis
count store specializing in electrical appliances and
furniture, will begin using one of IBM’s smallest com
puters in the last quarter of this year to provide man
agement with more comprehensive reports on sales and
stocks of merchandise and to give better control of
debtors accounting.
The System/3 will be part of the facilities serving
head office, the warehouse and nine outlet stores when
Hannam’s moves to a new head office location in the
Melbourne suburb of Mitcham.
System/3 will store and update information coming
into head office from the different locations: invoices
from cash and credit sales, receipts and delivery orders
from the branch offices; receipts, transfers of stock and
delivery orders from the warehouse; receipts, invoices
and accounting journals from head office.
As these documents arrive at Hannam’s data pro
cessing centre, the data will be punched into cards and
read into computer storage.
By repeating this procedure each day, the computerstored files are always up-to-date. Reports may then be
obtained from computer storage on demand.
With the company’s business records centralised in
the computer, System/3 can process data from a single
document into several related reports. This eliminates
the need to post data to different departments for re
porting purposes.
In such a case, processing the docket from a credit
Continued on Page xi
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A dirty tape can make
a computer look stupid.
Dirty tape causes data dropout.
And data dropout puts computers
down. And that costs money.
That’s stupid.
Ajj intelligent solution is clean
tape. RCA Computer Tape.
It starts cleaner because every inch

of every reel is tested and certified
in the most impeccable of white-room
conditions. (We don’t think statistical
testing is good enough.) And it
stays cleaner, longer.

Result: Fewer dropouts and more
efficient computing.
Smart computers need clean tape.
Contact RCA Limited,
11 Khartoum Rd., North Ryde 2113
Phone 888.5444.
Clean tape is all we know.
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RCA Limited,
11 Khartoum Rd.,
North Ryde 2113
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Business waits for no man.
The solution? CALL 360.
Today, your problems, large
and small, have to be solved
quickly. If they’re not, the sit
uation changes, the opportun
ity passes, half-baked decis
ions are made and time and
money wasted.
PROBLEM SOLVING

The very essence of solving
problems is "time”. The time
it takes you to assemble all
the data files; to search
through for the relevant facts;
to sort them; to write them
down in some coherent form;
to then evaluate agd 'make a
decision. More often than not,
this takes far too much time.

HOW TO IMPROVE
YOUR SPEED

Hundreds of companies are
using it. It’s called the CALL/
360 MINI-MIS. CALL/360 is
a time-sharing computer ser
vice. MINI-MIS is a “mini”
management information ser
vice. Together they provide
instant solutions to practically
any problem that could arise
(like finding out why you’re
running under budget; status
reports on big production
jobs; evalu
ating
survey
results;

sales performances;
comparisons etc. etc.).

sales

HOW IT WORKS

You give CALL/360 access to
your files (they’re protected).
Then, using a typewriter-like
terminal in your own office
you can call on MINI-MIS to
search, sort, select and re
trieve the information you
need. The answers come
back, in any form you want,
almost instantly.
CALL/360 MINI-MIS is prac
tical even for the smallest
firm. Costs of getting started
are modest and it takes
only a few hours to learn

how to use the system. The
result is faster problem solv
ing; the key to better decision
making.
Ring Data Centre Services at
IBM. When we answer and
say ‘can we help you’ just tell
us your problem.

IBM

CALL/360

Adelaide: 51 6811; Brisbane: 58 2055;
Canberra: 48 8844; Melbourne: 62 0471;
Perth: 23 3963; Sydney: 663 0381.
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sale would provide data for the debtors record, sales
reports according to salesman and store, profit analysis,
custom delivery and stock control.
Delinquent accounts will be listed daily for immedi
ate follow-up action; System/3 is able to automatically
print overdue notices.
On the other hand, orders placed for forward delivery
of goods will be handled as orders rather than debtors
until goods have been delivered.
Reports on sales and profits by store will give
analyses for each day and for cumulative periods.
Of specific help to Hannam’s buyers will be the un
filled orders report, available at any time on demand,
and the stock status report. By reference to the latter,
buyers will be able to ensure that stock is concentrated
in lines that are shown to be in demand.

COMPUTER GIVES CITY
BETTER LIGHT AT LOWER COST
Thanks to a computer, an American city now en
joys twice the illumination at 89% of the cost of any
acceptable alternative form of lighting, Mr. L. Maddrell said recently on his return from a round-theworld business trip.
Mr. Maddrell is managing director of Maddrell
Bros. Pty. Ltd., sole Australian distributors for
Crouse-Hinds Company, U.S.
“The city of Amarillo, Texas, was faced with the
Continued on Page xiii
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Try us for size
Accra
Addis Abeba
Amsterdam
Anchorage
Ankara
Asuncion
Athinai
Baghdad
Bangkok

Barcelona
Beograd
Beyrouth
Bogota
Bombay
Bonn
Boston
Bremen
Bruxelles

Bucuresti
Budapest
Buenos AireS
Cairo
Caracas
Casablanca
Chicago
Dakar
Damascus
Dar es Salaam
Delhi
Dhahran
Djakarta
Dusseldorf
Entebbe
Faro
Frankfurt
Geneve
Genova
Goteborg
Guayaquil
Hamburg
Hannover
Helsinki
Hong Kong
Innsbruck

Istanbul
Jiddah
Johannesburg
Karachi
Khartoum
Kingston
Kobenhavn
Koln
Kuwait
Lagos
La Paz
Las Palmas
Lima
Lisboa
London
Los Angeles
Madrid
Malaga
Manchester
Mauritius
Official
Airline
Munchen

099

Merida
Mexico
Milano
Monterrey
Montevideo
Montreal
Munchen
Nairobi
Napoli
New York
Nice
Nurnberg
Osaka
Oslo
Palma
Paris
Philadelphia
Praha
Rio de Janeiro
Roma

Saarbrucken
Santiago de Chile
Sao Paulo
Singapore
Sofija
Stockholm
Stuttgart
Sydney
Teheran
Tel Aviv
Tokyo
Torino
Tripoli
Tunis
Warszawa
Wien
Zagreb
Zurich
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Sydney 25-6751

Melbourne 63-6131

Brisbane 2-8579 Adelaide 51 -5239

Perth 21 -6919
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MDS 9000 Data Entry System:
. . . the fastest most
economical keyboard-tomagnetic tape system
in a large multipleformat environment

•*

The new MDS 9000 centralised multiple-application data
entry system combines up to 32 keyboards connected
to a central multiplexer, in turn linked to up to 14 tape
handlers. Tremendous flexibility. Immense capacity.
Great speed. And complete reliability. The first-ever data
recorder, pioneered by MDS was fast. But the advanced
data preparation systems that MDS have developed since
that first break-through are many times faster. Doubly
efficient. Much more economic.
Call your nearest NCR office for complete details of the
new 9000 data entry system.

Sydney 211-2188, Newcastle 2-4837. Brisbane 21-5211.
Perth 21-9727. Hobart 34-3887. Melbourne 63-0271.
Adelaide 51-5821, Townsville 72-1722, Canberra 48-6111.
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problem of lighting its new 24 acre Council Service
Centre and car parks,” he said.
“Engineers asked to survey the lighting require
ments suggested a mercury vapour system costing
over $18,000 (U.S.) but it was found that it would
only deliver j- footcandle power in service areas and
less than i footcandle power in fringe areas.
“The designers and manufacturers of a new lamp
called Profile Light were approached and supplied
with the basic parameters for the service complex
lighting for computer evaluation.
“The result was a computerised lighting system of
metallic vapour lamps at a cost of $16,000 (U.S.)
which yielded a full footcandle or more in work areas
and \ footcandle or more in fringe areas at lower
running cost.
“To give some idea of the magnitude of the com
plex, the completed installation comprises 18 poles,
each 40 feet high and 61 lighting fixtures.
“The new ‘Profile Lights’ produce rectangular pat
terns of light, overlap of light beams is reduced to a
minimum and they throw almost all the light output
on the target area at a running cost of 85% of that
of any other system.
“The use of computers in solving large area lighting
problems will become general throughout the world
with a consequent saving in both installation and
operating costs,” Mr. Maddrell concluded.

LEARN PROGRAMMING
Unlimited practical time on our computer
is available to all students

They specialize in
continuous stationery
for high-speed printers
and all paper requirements
for computers.

E.D.P. APPRECIATION
Full-time day course for duration
of three weeks or part-time night
course of six weeks.

FORTRAN PROGRAMMING
Full-time day course for duration
of five weeks or part-time night
course of ten weeks.

1130 ASSEMBLER
PROGRAMMING
Full-time day course for duration
of six weeks or part-time night
course of twelve weeks.

COBOL & P/L1
PROGRAMMING
Full-time day course for duration
of five weeks or part-time night
course of ten weeks.

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

FREE APTITUDE TEST

Full-time day course for duration
of three weeks or part-time night
course of six weeks.

Regular tests are conducted
prior to acceptance for Taylor’s
Programming Course.

Full details obtainable from our brochure EDP/1.

SANDS & McDOUGALL
PROPRIETARY LIMITED

BLOCK TIME
AVAILABLE TO ENGINEERS & SURVEYORS
$45.00 per hour

CONTINUOUS STATIONERY DIVISION
108 REGENT ST., PRESTON, VIC., 3072
Telephone: 472181

TAYLOR’S
SCHOOL of COMMERCE
300 Little Collins St., Melbourne. 3000. ’Phone 63-2566
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Here's a reader that doesn’t care
whether you feed it oily, dirty, or dis
colored tape. This low cost 500 char/
sec Tally photo reader uses a new bi
furcated fibre optic reading technique.
Tapes with up to 70% transmissivity
(30% opacity) are easily and accurately
read. Ambient light doesn’t affect read
ing reliability.
Price of the R-5000 Reader—with inte
gral reeling and DTL/TTL compatible
electronics—is a tow $1500.
There are only three moving parts in the
bi-directional R-5000, the capstan servomotor
and die two reeling
cut maintenan
The R-5000 pinned sprocket capstan drive
reduces edge guidance problems (skew).
There are no pinch roller btak

i

I
E>{ r/Mh

XIV

^^The Tally R-5000 reads 5, 6, 7,
punched tapes without adjustment The unit
reads up to 300 char/sec asynchronously, 500
continuously or 1200 in the wind or search mode.

• ADELAIDE 56-7333

• MOUNT GAMBIER 2-3841

• BRISBANE 51-5121

• NEWCASTLE 61-4077

« HOBART 23-1841

• SYDNEY 648-1711

• LAUNCESTON 31-3300

• WOLLONGONG 2-5444

• MELBOURNE 69-0151

• WHYALLA 45-0216

WF2231
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“Gentlemen

my recommendation
is Honeywell”
The selection of a computer system
necessitates careful consideration
and study.
Consider what is offered by
Honeywell.
A complete range of commercial
computers from the recently
announced G-58 for first-time users
to the multi-dimensional Series 6000.
The Series 16 range of mini
computers for specialised time
sharing, communications and
process control.
Data preparation and collection
devices from hand punches, to
Keyplex.
Time-sharing and service bureau
facilities.

Traditional Honeywell service and
support.
The obvious advantages of an all
embracing ‘Bundled’ pricing policy.
With all this to offer, it is not
surprising that Honeywell is being
recommended repeatedly.
Honeywell — the total systems
supplier — serving all of Australasia.

The Other Computer Company

Honeywell
Sydney 69 0355 Brisbane 21 6683 Melbourne 26 3351
Adelaide 51 6203 Canberra 49 7966
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